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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Electric vehicles (EV) present a research challenge for safety engineers. These vehicles are designed 

using conventional vehicle design strategies but do not contain conventional materials or structures. 

Accident analyses cannot be conducted until sufficient EVs are involved in a crash and are reported in 

crash databases. Until such data exists, researchers must use other research methods to understand 

and predict potential problems. 

 

The passive safety activities in the EVERSAFE project used conventional accident analysis, computer 

simulation, physical testing, and literature reviews to get a better understanding of the issues for EV 

and their battery systems. Based on current practice, Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are the main 

chemistry that should be explored and pouch type cells are the most vulnerable for damage. 

 

Conventional vehicles were used in EVERSAFE as a surrogate for EVs to identify expected 

deformation and acceleration loads from real crashes. Based on available information and previous 

compatibility research, the main issue that arose was that for small vehicles. These vehicles 

experience the highest accelerations in car-car crashes and even some fixed barrier crashes. Except 

for a handful of cases, there was not enough data to confirm that EVs have a higher injury or fire risk 

than similar conventional vehicles. 

 

Chemical analyses of the battery components identified the potential processes that can lead to 

emissions of flammable or toxic gases. These chemicals develop when the battery temperatures are 

too high and can develop if mechanical loading causes an internal short circuit or an external heat 

source affects the battery. There are several harmful chemicals contained in battery electrolytes and 

hydrofluoric acid (HF) appears to be the most relevant gas to monitor.  

 

Simulation activities in EVERSAFE have developed new battery models and an effective methodology 

to assess worst case loading in a battery was also developed. The models were used to explore both 

local cell-level deformations as well as whole vehicle crash performance. The simulations confirmed 

the ability of ductile structures to protect the battery and at the same time identify the risks created 

when the battery pack structures start to deform and result in crushing of the cell structures. 

 

Component tests of the battery cells demonstrated that the pouch cell can be quite resilient to shear 

and penetration loads. They are more sensitivity to crushing loads and the ductile plastic structures 

in the battery can be a useful safety element. This information underlines the need to maintain the 

battery in an undeformed part of the vehicle.  

 

Full scale crash tests demonstrated safe battery performance even for more severe tests than those 

the vehicle are required to meet. Both a side impact and a rear/front multiple impact could not 

provoke thermal activity or hazardous emissions from the battery in a Mitsubishi iMiEV or a BMW i3. 

These results can be used to promote consumer trust in the technologies. 

 

A complementary part of the study was to determine what procedures and equipment are needed 

for rescue services if they attend a crash with an EV. There appears to be no fundamental changes in 

the rescue approach at a crash scene. There is a need for better support for rescue services to 

identify the type of energy source (internal combustion, electric, or both) of a given vehicle. There 

are some actions needed for an EV that must be considered when attending a crash and these can 

only be done when the vehicle is known to be an EV. eCall is one tool that can facilitate the 

identification of EVs as well as update the status of the battery to the rescue services. Rescue sheets 

are being developed in ISO committees and these need to be made available in standard and secure 

locations in a vehicle. There is the potential for fire and toxic gas and a firefighter must be able to 
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identify the appropriate type of safety equipment to wear. Knowledge of the chemical processes that 

can occur in a battery is important. It is more important that firefighters have access to methods that 

identify risk of fire or chemical hazards. Thermal imaging cameras and portable gas detectors, 

already available on rescue vehicles, may be sufficient for monitoring EVs at a crash site.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The EVERSAFE project 

EVERSAFE was a Swedish-German project funded by the Seventh Framework Programme Era-Net 

Transport Electromobility+ and ran from 2012 to 2014. The overall objective of the project was to 

provide safety requirements and research needs for electrically propelled vehicles. Safety issues 

were categorized into two groups; active and passive safety and each addressed relevant aspects of 

safety of electric vehicles. Although fully electric vehicles were the main focus, results of the project 

also had applications to other electric vehicles variants including hybrid electric vehicles, fuel-cell 

electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. 

1.2 Objective 

This report focuses on the passive safety part of the project. The goals of this component of the 

project were to understand the expected crash loading that would be subjected to electric vehicles, 

identify potential compatibility issues with existing vehicles, understand how batteries respond 

during crash conditions, and understand what issues rescue services face when attending a crash 

with electric vehicles. This report aims to describe the findings of this research and described actions 

for future activities in terms of revision of regulations and standards as well as describing areas 

where future research is needed. 

 

1.3 Structure of this deliverable 

This report is divided into eight chapters reporting the passive safety and post crash rescue activities 

of the project. An overview of electric vehicles, their general construction, and an introduction to 

their safety issues are introduced in Chapter 1. The crash safety requirements for complete vehicles, 

batteries, and other electrical components are provided in Chapter 2. Specific safety issues for 

batteries are presented in Chapter 3 including the abuse cases that may have harmful consequences. 

Chapter 4 presents the simulation activities of the project used to investigate crash performance of 

electric vehicles. Chapter 5 covers the testing in the project where both cell level and total vehicle 

tests were conducted. The rescue procedures used in Germany and Sweden are presented in 

Chapter 6. The recommendations for improved post-crash actions are discussed in Chapter 7 and the 

conclusions of this passive vehicle safety research area are presented in Chapter 8. 

 

1.4 Definitions and electric vehicle stock figures 

Motor vehicles with partial or full electric drivetrains (EVs) are a small but growing component of the 

European vehicle fleet. EVERSAFE focuses on EVs and hereby categorized the class of EVs further 

into first (1GEV) and into second generation electric vehicles (2GEV), respectively. While 1GEV were 

defined as being solutions of electric vehicles based on existing chassis, vehicle geometries and 

established materials; 2GEV were defined as being developed and fabricated specifically by the car 

manufacturers and suppliers to fit best the users’ demands of electric vehicles considering new 

vehicle construction concepts (incl. mass compensation measures regarding heavier battery 

weights), safety technologies and functionalities. 
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An analysis of the current stock (end of year 2013) for different vehicle segments with electric 

drivetrains was performed based on figures for Germany
1
. Currently, around 81% of all registered 

passenger cars classified to battery (full) electric vehicles (BEV), range extender electric vehicles 

(REEV), fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) and plug-in hybrids have been assigned to the segments 

“mini” (56.7%), “small vehicle” (18.7%) and “compact class” (24.6%). The remaining share of around 

19% contains larger vehicles. 

 

This information and further literature studies (see e.g. Section 2.2) have led to the determination of 

the target vehicle class in the EVERSAFE project to the vehicle classes supermini and small family car. 

 

A selection of current battery and hybrid electric vehicles that are available in Europe is shown in 

Table 1. This table indicates that many of car manufacturers trust in the future of electrified driving 

and thus extend their fleet by several car models using a high-voltage electric propulsion system. 

 

Table 1: Selection of current battery electric vehicles (BEV) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) 

Manufacturer Model 

BMW ActiveE,  i3, i8 

Chevrolet Volt (Opel Ampera) 

German E-Cars Stromos (Suzuki Splash), Cetos (Opel Corsa), Plantos (MB Sprinter) 

Kamoo Kamoo Fiat 500, Kamoo Smile, Kamoo Renault Twingo 

Mercedes /Smart A Klasse E-Cell, Fortwo electric drive, B-Klasse electric drive, Smart, Fortwo electric 

drive, S 500 

MIA Electric Mia 

Micro-Vett / FIAT 500 E, Doblo Cargo, Fiorino, Ducato L4H2, Daily B 

Mitsubishi i-MiEV, Peugeot iOn, Citroen C-Zero 

Nissan Leaf 

PSA Citroen Berlingo First Electrique, Citroen C-Zero, Peugeot iOn 

Renault Twizy, Fluence Z.E., Kangoo Z.E., Kangoo Maxi Z.E., Zoe Preview Z.E. 

Tesla Model S, Roadster 

Volvo C30 Electric, V60 

VW E-Golf, Up! 

 

The number of vehicles in Germany has reached a total of 61.5 million units (as of 1
st

 January 2014), 

a new record. The vehicle density was thus 658 motor vehicles per 1,000 inhabitants. Thereof, the 

number of passenger cars amounted to 43.9 million, see Table 2. Alternative drive trains accounted 

for 1.6 percent of the vehicle population. Among them were 12,156 vehicles with electric and 85,575 

vehicles with hybrid drive. Vehicles with natural gas as the main energy source were registered 

79,065 times and LPG 500,867 time. Diesel (30.1%), and especially gasoline (68.3%) are still the 

preferred fuel type.
2
 

 

  

                                                           
1
 Data gathered from the German Federal Motor Transport Authority and computations by BASt 

2
 Annual balance sheet of the vehicle population as of 1st of January 2014, Federal Motor Transport Authority. 
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Table 2: Fuel Type Distribution in Germany [1] 
 a) Number of Registered Passenger Cars  

Fuel Type 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Electric 1 588 2 307 4 541 7 114 12 156 

Electric Hybrid 28 862 37 256 47 642 64 995 85 575 

Diesel 10 817 769 11 266 644 11 891 375 12 578 950 13 215 190 

Gasoline 30 449 617 30 487 578 30 452 019 30 206 472 29 956 296 

Other  439 791 507 778 532 070 573 593 582 013 

Total 41 737 627 42 301 563 42 927 647 43 431 124 43 851 230 

      

 b) Proportion of Registered Passenger Cars  

Fuel Type 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Electric 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Electric Hybrid 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 

Diesel 25.9% 26.6% 27.7% 29.0% 30.1% 

Gasoline 73.0% 72.1% 70.9% 69.6% 68.3% 

Other  1.1% 1.2% 1.2% 1.3% 1.4% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 

The Swedish vehicle register [2] provides information on the fuel type for each vehicle and the 

number and proportion of the fuel types. These are shown in Table 3a&b. There are about 4.5 

million cars in total with about 30,000 full or hybrid electric vehicles. Similar to Germany, Gasoline 

(75%) and Diesel (24%) are the most popular energy sources. Diesel and gasoline vehicles with 

secondary fuel sources (bi-fuel vehicles using ethanol, natural gas and other combustible fuels) are 

included in their primary fuel category.  

 

Table 3: Fuel Type Distribution in Sweden [2] 
 a) Number of Registered Vehicles  

Fuel Type 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Electric 157 190 366 603 1 010 

Electric Hybrid 16 096 19 211 21 364 23 965 28 695 

Diesel 484 089 606 578 766 073 924 588 1 069 342 

Gasoline 3 797 471 3 705 356 3 608 681 3 492 179 3 389 481 

Other  2 939 3 846 4 867 5 829 6 944 

Total 4 300 752 4 335 181 4 401 351 4 447 164 4 495 472 

      

 b) Proportion of Registered Vehicles  

Fuel Type 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Electric 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Electric Hybrid 0.4% 0.4% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% 

Diesel 11.3% 14.0% 17.4% 20.8% 23.8% 

Gasoline 88.3% 85.5% 82.0% 78.5% 75.4% 

Other  0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 

For comparison, statistical data for Norway is shown in Table 4. Norway has had strong government 

incentives to purchase electric vehicles including lower operating fees for road tolls and parking. The 

electric vehicle still represents less than 1% of the total passenger car fleet, but the incentives have 

lead to a doubling of electric vehicles in the period 2012-2013. It is not clear from the statistics if 

electric hybrids are included in the Norwegian electric vehicle registrations.  
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Table 4: Fuel Type Distribution in Norway [3] 
 Number of Registered Vehicles  

Fuel Type 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Electric 1 776 2 068 3 909 8 031 17 770 

Diesel 1 550 434 1 500 841 1 448 232 1 408 198 1 368 625 

Gasoline 690 560 804 384 922 986 1 025 220 1 110 621 

Other  178 192 238 410 2 175 

Total 2 242 948 2 307 485 2 375 365 2 441 859 2 499 191 

      

 Proportion of Registered Vehicles   

Fuel Type 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Electric 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.7% 

Diesel 69.1% 65.0% 61.0% 57.7% 54.8% 

Gasoline 30.8% 34.9% 38.9% 42.0% 44.4% 

Other  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 

It is apparent that EVs represent less than 1% of the vehicle fleet. The low number of operating EVs 

is reflected in the low number of EV crashes that can be investigated. It is this lack of crash 

performance data that prompted the EVERSAFE project to investigate EV safety performance and 

determine if there are unknown safety issues that should be addressed. 

 

1.5 High-voltage batteries in passenger cars 

There are combinations for shapes, placements, and chemistries for the batteries used for electric 

drivetrains. The battery system for an EV is made by combining a number of individual cells. The 

common cell type used today produces approx. 3.6V each and by assembling the cells into a number 

of modules, which are then grouped into a battery pack, the energy source of an EV can be 

constructed as exemplified in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Basic Battery Components in Chevrolet Volt

3
 

 

The geometry of each cell determines how the modules are built up and the three main cell 

geometries are shown in Table 5. 

 

                                                           
3
http://www.greencarreports.com/image/100323687_chevrolet-volt-battery [Cited: July 2013] 
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Table 5: Main cell types on the market.

 Cylindrical

Geometry 

Thermal 

dissipation[4] 

Unfavorable ratio of the 

outer surface, high radial 

temperature gradients

Packing 

density 
Poor

Structure Robust

Cost Low in standard shapes

 

The shapes of the cell will influence the resulting shape of the modules and pack. Four main 

configurations of battery packs could be identified in a review of the state

architectures identified were tunnel mounting, floor integration,

battery architectures, see Table 

batteries is made as the former co

the floor and requires a special protective structure and floor design. The latter, platform battery, is 

part of a more modular chassis approach and does not have the obvious, removable, b

The BMW Life Drive shows how the platform has a more distributed battery cell distribution and the 

platform is not integrated into the floor structure but becomes the floor structure.

 

Table 6: Common Battery Integration in Vehicle

Tunnel mounting 

(Example: 

Chevrolet Volt) 

Floor Integrated 

(Example:   

Citroen C Zero) 

http://www.largus.fr/mondial/2010/citroen
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Main cell types on the market. 

Cylindrical Prismatic 

 

 

Unfavorable ratio of the 

outer surface, high radial 

temperature gradients 

Good ratio of outer surface to volume, lower 

temperature gradients in depth (but still depending on 

cell thickness)

Poor High 

Robust Robust 

Low in standard shapes 
More expensive 

 than cylindrical 

The shapes of the cell will influence the resulting shape of the modules and pack. Four main 

configurations of battery packs could be identified in a review of the state-of

architectures identified were tunnel mounting, floor integration, rear mounting, and platform type 

Table 6. A distinction between the floor integration and platform type 

batteries is made as the former consists of a battery pack that is a removable, yet integral, part of 

the floor and requires a special protective structure and floor design. The latter, platform battery, is 

part of a more modular chassis approach and does not have the obvious, removable, b

The BMW Life Drive shows how the platform has a more distributed battery cell distribution and the 

platform is not integrated into the floor structure but becomes the floor structure.

Integration in Vehicle 

http://www.chevrolet.com/volt-electric-car.html

http://www.largus.fr/mondial/2010/citroen-c-zero-electrique-en-toute

 

Pouch 

 

Good ratio of outer surface to volume, lower 

temperature gradients in depth (but still depending on 

cell thickness) 

High 

Vulnerable 

Inexpensive 

The shapes of the cell will influence the resulting shape of the modules and pack. Four main 

of-the-art. The main 

rear mounting, and platform type 

. A distinction between the floor integration and platform type 

nsists of a battery pack that is a removable, yet integral, part of 

the floor and requires a special protective structure and floor design. The latter, platform battery, is 

part of a more modular chassis approach and does not have the obvious, removable, battery pack. 

The BMW Life Drive shows how the platform has a more distributed battery cell distribution and the 

platform is not integrated into the floor structure but becomes the floor structure. 

car.html 

 
toute-logique-166346.html. 
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Rear Mounting 

(Example: 

Tesla Roadster) 

Platform 

(Example: 

BMW Life Drive) 

http://www.bmw.com/com/en/insights/corporation/bmwi/concept.html#lifedrive

 

A critical battery characteristic is the electrical power and energy density that is provided by 

different battery chemistries. There are many potential 

provides an overview of the most common types. Based on the energy and cost data, the 

batteries are the most common battery used today in automotive applications. Chapter 3 details the 

electro-chemical information about 

may arise in severe road traffic accidents based on this technology.

 

Table 7: Comparison of commercially available batteries

Battery Specific energy 

Pb-acid 

NiCd 

NiMH 

Zebra 

Li-ion 

Zn-air 

 

The cell geometry and battery integration into the vehicle 

structural deformation during a crash event. 

vehicle modelling approach as well as 

testing in the project. 
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http://www.teslamotors.com/blog/bit-about-batteries.

http://www.bmw.com/com/en/insights/corporation/bmwi/concept.html#lifedrive

A critical battery characteristic is the electrical power and energy density that is provided by 

different battery chemistries. There are many potential battery chemistries available and 

most common types. Based on the energy and cost data, the 

batteries are the most common battery used today in automotive applications. Chapter 3 details the 

chemical information about Li-ion batteries (e.g. cell chemistry) and potential dangers that 

may arise in severe road traffic accidents based on this technology. 

Comparison of commercially available batteries [5]. 

Specific energy  

[Wh/kg] 

Energy density 

[Wh/l] 

Specific power 

30-40 60-80 

40-60 50-150 

60-120 140-300 

100 150 

100-250 250-730 

470-1370 800-? 

The cell geometry and battery integration into the vehicle influences both the vehicle’s and battery’s 

deformation during a crash event. These architectures were used to establish a preferred 

vehicle modelling approach as well as to identify candidates (reference) components and vehicles

 

 
batteries. 

 
http://www.bmw.com/com/en/insights/corporation/bmwi/concept.html#lifedrive 

A critical battery characteristic is the electrical power and energy density that is provided by 

chemistries available and Table 7 

most common types. Based on the energy and cost data, the Li-ion 

batteries are the most common battery used today in automotive applications. Chapter 3 details the 

ion batteries (e.g. cell chemistry) and potential dangers that 

Specific power  

[W/kg] 

180-250 

125-150 

200-1000 

150 

250-340 

105 

both the vehicle’s and battery’s 

These architectures were used to establish a preferred 

(reference) components and vehicles for 
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1.6 Incidents with electric vehicles 

There have been several incidents involving batteries with high energy densities and electric vehicles 

in the news. The journalists may not always provide enough information for consumers to 

understand all the issues and it is difficult for non-experts to judge safety issues for complex 

systems, like a vehicle, where different technologies are integrated.  

 

High performance Li-ion batteries first became newsworthy when some laptops began to burn 

without any external exposure. The first reports came from Dell and Apple in 2006
4
 and as recently 

as April 2014
5
, Sony issued a warning about some of their products. The Boeing 787 Dreamliner 

suffered negative news exposure when overheating and a fire related to its lithium-ion batteries lead 

to grounding of the aircraft until the problem could be rectified
6
. This type of news coverage of 

battery safety has caused increased awareness of battery safety yet the technology is new and there 

is little information for the lay person. 

 

Following the negative battery press for computers and aircraft, automotive examples for battery 

safety became a hot news item when NHTSA experienced a series of battery related fires after tests 

with the Chevrolet Volt in 2012[6]. The first fire occurred several weeks after a side impact crash was 

conducted. The vehicle was stored after completing the test but suddenly caught fire without any 

subsequent loading. Subsequent tests identified short circuit issues and the risk of storing damaged 

batteries with a significant level of state of charge. 

 

A recent problem was experienced with Tesla vehicles in 2013-2014
7
. Three vehicles caught fire after 

experiencing some type of undercarriage strike directly to the battery’s protective structure. All 

three cases appear to involve significant impacts with road debris or a tree stump in a run off road 

collision. The news had negative consequences on the share prices of the manufacturer
8
, showing 

the public reaction to this type of news. 

 

However, not all severe crashes with electric vehicles lead to problems with the HV system. For 

instance, in 2013 the driver of a Peugeot iOn had the intention to turn left. Another car driver 

approaching from behind did not realize the situation in time and crashed with high speed into the 

rear of the iOn. Despite of the severe and large deformations caused by the collision the iOn showed 

none HV related problems
9
. 

 

 

                                                           
4
 http://computer.howstuffworks.com/dell-battery-fire.htm 

5
 http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/12/technology/sony-warns-some-new-laptop-batteries-may-catch-fire.html?_r=0 

6
http://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/2013/boeing_787/DCA13IA037%20interim%20factual%20report. 

7
Herron, David.Tesla Model S Blaze in Nashville Makes Three Fires in Six Weeks. Tesla Model S. [Online] PluginCars, Nov 07, 

2013. [Cited: Jan 15, 2014.] http://www.plugincars.com/third-model-s-car-fire-5-weeks-following-accident- nashville-

128802.html 
8
 BBC NEWS Business. Tesla shares fall on report of a car fire. [Online] BBC NEWS Business, Oct 03, 2013. [Cited: Jan 15, 

2014.] http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-24377350. 
9
http://www.traunsteiner-tagblatt.de/fotos_galerie,-Audi-kracht-in-Elektroauto-HartChieming-21062013-

_mediagalid,878.html 
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2. CRASH SAFETY OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

2.1 Crash safety by regulation and standard 

Electric vehicles shall fulfil all crash safety requirements as for conventional vehicles. Thus the 

current prevailing homologation tests regarding crash safety are applicable to electric vehicles as 

well. Depending on the market, different homologation tests are required for new vehicles to be 

type approved. In Europe, all new vehicles should pass crash tests as specified by the United Nations 

Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE). With respect to complete vehicle crash tests, they are 

UN-R94 for frontal crash, UN-R95 for side crash, UN-R12 for steering mechanism and UN-R32 for 

rear end crash. For new vehicles to be sold in USA, they need to pass crash tests specified by the 

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS). With respect to complete vehicle crash tests, they 

should pass FMVSS 208 (frontal crash, rollover, side crash), FMVSS 214 (side crash), and FMVSS 301 

(rear end crash). The homologation tests in other regions such as in China, Japan, Australia and 

Canada are similar to those devised by UNECE and FMVSS. 

 

Due to the introduction of high voltage system and traction battery system in electric vehicles, extra 

demands were raised concerning high voltage safety and battery safety in crash accidents. In Europe 

(and especially the 1958 agreement affiliated countries), UN-R100 sets requirements for the electric 

powered vehicles (class M and N) and their Rechargeable Energy Storage System (REESS). In UN-

R100, specific requirements on the REESS performance are defined concerning vibration, thermal 

shock and cycling, mechanical impact, fire resistance, external short circuit protection, 

overcharge/discharge protection, over-temperature protection and emissions. Basic post-crash 

requirements regarding the safety of electric vehicles have also been added to UN-R94 and UN-R95. 

In USA, FMVSS 305 specifies performance requirements that specify: allowable electrolyte spillage, 

retention of propulsion batteries, and electrical isolation of the chassis from the high-voltage system 

during the crash event. This regulation is used in conjunction with FMVSS 208 (frontal rigid barrier 

crash tests), FMVSS 214 (side impact), and FMVSS 301 (rear, rigid barrier and deformable barrier 

impact tests). 

 

Other than legal requirements, there are also many industry standards for traction batteries on cell, 

module and pack levels. Those standards set demands on the performance of battery system 

regarding electrical abuse tests, mechanical abuse tests and environment abuse tests. These 

standards are ISO 6469, ISO 12405, IEC 61982, IEC 62133, IEC 62660, IEC 62281, UL 1642, UL 2580, 

SAE J2464, SAE J2929 etc. 

 

Multiple legal requirements and standards related to electrical vehicles create a complex situation 

for car manufactures. Thus there are also efforts to create global technical regulations (GTR) on 

electric vehicle safety. An informal working group has been established and many discussions on 

electric vehicle safety are going on within this group [7]. The most thorough review of type approval 

for electric vehicles was performed by TRL for the European Commission [8]. Different test 

requirements were identified and future options were suggested. One noteworthy issue is the 

recommendation to not include a rear impact crash test for full electric vehicles as there was not a 

fuel tank to test for fuel leakage.  

 

2.2 Road Traffic Accident Analysis and Crash Data 

The penetration of electric vehicles in the vehicle fleet is still low and this is reflected in the number 

of available analyses of vehicle crashes based on national data sources such as police reports. The 

most relevant report describing electric vehicles was that provided by Daimler[9]. Although electric 
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vehicles could not be directly analyzed, they used conventional vehicles as a surrogate and identified 

deformation maps that could identify the most risky areas for battery placement in real crashes 

which were compared to deformation from standard crash te

vehicles will tend to operate in a similar manner in the road system

most commonly observed should also be relevant for the near future. 

 

Figure 2: Deformation patterns for conventional vehicle 

 

Marschner and Liers also discussed

based on assumptions of similarity to existing vehicles types. 

Depth Accident Study) analysis was

accidents were used to identify all 

Afterwards, numerous parameters of prospected electric vehicles and conventional M1 vehicles 

were compared from which safety requirements 

accident scenario of urban electric vehicles, typical collision constellations, collision parameters and 

injury mechanisms were analyzed. Even though the analyzed vehicles were 

compact cars, a significant mass difference to future urban cars 

electric vehicles will be used in

future accident occurrence. In general, lower accident severities were expected inc

crashes in longitudinal direction but with an increase in crashes at junctions while crossing and 

turning resulting in a higher proportion of side crashes. The severity of such an accident is influenced 

greatly by the vehicle mass and speed of 

heavier vehicles was expected to

 

The Swedish Project “Räddningskedjan

vehicles based on the accident data from NASS

and followed by Honda Civic Hybrid 

impact direction and damage location

had a frontal impact followed by 

most frequently damaged areas 

locations. In these 165 cases there were no

 

Crash performance of vehicles is

worst case is that a vehicle must absorb

tree or concrete structure. However, a vehicle

partner is much heavier. Momentum is transferred between the vehicles and lighter vehicle wil

experience higher velocity changes (and thereby acceleration) than heavier vehicles. Therefore it is 

important to understand the mass distribution for vehicles to establish the risk for collisions with 

heavier vehicles. 
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vehicles could not be directly analyzed, they used conventional vehicles as a surrogate and identified 

deformation maps that could identify the most risky areas for battery placement in real crashes 

compared to deformation from standard crash tests (Figure 2). Also, given that electric 

vehicles will tend to operate in a similar manner in the road system, the accident configurations 

ld also be relevant for the near future.  

: Deformation patterns for conventional vehicle [9] 

also discussed in [10] potential road traffic accidents involving electric vehicles 

based on assumptions of similarity to existing vehicles types. For that reason, a GIDAS (German In

Depth Accident Study) analysis was carried out focussing on microcars and similar

accidents were used to identify all vehicles with usage patterns close to future electric vehicles. 

Afterwards, numerous parameters of prospected electric vehicles and conventional M1 vehicles 

safety requirements have been derived. To characterize the expected 

accident scenario of urban electric vehicles, typical collision constellations, collision parameters and 

injury mechanisms were analyzed. Even though the analyzed vehicles were 

mass difference to future urban cars was seen.  Since the majority of the 

electric vehicles will be used in urban areas, it was concluded that there will be a change in the 

future accident occurrence. In general, lower accident severities were expected inc

crashes in longitudinal direction but with an increase in crashes at junctions while crossing and 

turning resulting in a higher proportion of side crashes. The severity of such an accident is influenced 

by the vehicle mass and speed of the striking vehicle but the proportion of crashes with 

was expected to remain similar to today’s situation with usual passenger cars.

Räddningskedjan- EV Safe Rescue” reviewed 165 crashes involving hybrid 

sed on the accident data from NASS-CDS database, the majority being the Toyota Prius 

and followed by Honda Civic Hybrid [11]. The accident investigation team identified the primary 

impact direction and damage location. Of 110 hybrid vehicles with identified impact directions, 65% 

followed by 20% with rear impacts. The car front and rear were also 

most frequently damaged areas [11], which accounted for 61% and 18% of 

locations. In these 165 cases there were no fire accidents reported directly after the crash.  

performance of vehicles is dependent on the collision partner. In a single vehicle crash, the 

worst case is that a vehicle must absorb its own kinetic energy when it meets a rigid object such as a 

tree or concrete structure. However, a vehicle-vehicle crash can be more demanding if the collision 

partner is much heavier. Momentum is transferred between the vehicles and lighter vehicle wil

experience higher velocity changes (and thereby acceleration) than heavier vehicles. Therefore it is 

important to understand the mass distribution for vehicles to establish the risk for collisions with 

 

vehicles could not be directly analyzed, they used conventional vehicles as a surrogate and identified 

deformation maps that could identify the most risky areas for battery placement in real crashes 

). Also, given that electric 

the accident configurations 

 

potential road traffic accidents involving electric vehicles 

a GIDAS (German In-

focussing on microcars and similar. More than 22,000 

to future electric vehicles. 

Afterwards, numerous parameters of prospected electric vehicles and conventional M1 vehicles 

To characterize the expected 

accident scenario of urban electric vehicles, typical collision constellations, collision parameters and 

injury mechanisms were analyzed. Even though the analyzed vehicles were mostly small and 

Since the majority of the 

urban areas, it was concluded that there will be a change in the 

future accident occurrence. In general, lower accident severities were expected including less 

crashes in longitudinal direction but with an increase in crashes at junctions while crossing and 

turning resulting in a higher proportion of side crashes. The severity of such an accident is influenced 

the striking vehicle but the proportion of crashes with 

remain similar to today’s situation with usual passenger cars. 

EV Safe Rescue” reviewed 165 crashes involving hybrid 

CDS database, the majority being the Toyota Prius 

accident investigation team identified the primary 

ybrid vehicles with identified impact directions, 65% 

. The car front and rear were also the two 

, which accounted for 61% and 18% of identified damaged 

directly after the crash.   

dependent on the collision partner. In a single vehicle crash, the 

a rigid object such as a 

vehicle crash can be more demanding if the collision 

partner is much heavier. Momentum is transferred between the vehicles and lighter vehicle will 

experience higher velocity changes (and thereby acceleration) than heavier vehicles. Therefore it is 

important to understand the mass distribution for vehicles to establish the risk for collisions with 
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A review of vehicle properties and technologies was presented in [12] where fuel type and mass 

were some of the properties provided. Figure 3 shows the distribution of vehicle type by vehicle 

segment. It shows that the average vehicle mass is slowly increasing (black line – all segments) and 

only the SUV segment shows a consistent decline in mass in the 5 years. 

 

 
Figure 3: Vehicle Mass by Vehicle Segment [12] 

 

The mass of electric vehicles is not easy to determine for a segment (as Figure 3) as market 

penetration of this vehicle type is not fully mature. The sales data for different vehicle drivetrains in 

Europe is shown in Figure 4 where only hybrid electrics are presented. These are the most common 

vehicles with traction batteries but also have a conventional drivetrain. The use of parallel 

drivetrains causes the vehicle mass to be higher than a single drivetrain vehicle. It is also important 

to note that this type of vehicle is a modified vehicle and is not optimized for electric propulsion in 

terms of structural design. The latest fully electric vehicles that are designed exclusively for electric 

drivetrains have curb weights ranging from 1,200 kg (BMW i3) to 2,100 kg (Tesla Model S).   
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Figure 4: Distribution of Vehicle Mass by Drivetrain 

 

As described above, any crash analysis for electric vehicles needs to be based o

conventional vehicles and this is justified by the initial observations from the EV Safe Rescue Project

[11]. As vehicle structure designs are tailored towards the standards which

accidents causing injuries and fatalities, the injury accident distribution is an important starting 

point.  

 

Figure 5 shows that the most common injury accident 

road) crash followed by vehicle

As ROR can involve the side or front of the vehicle, the same vehicle structures are involved but the 

collision mass is more critical in vehicle

 

Figure 5: Injury Accident Distribution

 

Earlier in the project, the initial scenarios were selected for pole side impacts and rear end impacts 

based on the experts in the project. These statistics support the decision although the Swedish data 

doesn’t allow for pole side impacts to be extracted.

indicate the distribution of vehicle damage from German data 
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: Distribution of Vehicle Mass by Drivetrain [12] 

As described above, any crash analysis for electric vehicles needs to be based o

conventional vehicles and this is justified by the initial observations from the EV Safe Rescue Project

. As vehicle structure designs are tailored towards the standards which, in turn

ts causing injuries and fatalities, the injury accident distribution is an important starting 

shows that the most common injury accident in Sweden is a single vehi

road) crash followed by vehicle-vehicle crashes in intersection, rear and frontal impacts situations. 

As ROR can involve the side or front of the vehicle, the same vehicle structures are involved but the 

ore critical in vehicle-vehicle crashes. 

Distribution in Sweden 

Earlier in the project, the initial scenarios were selected for pole side impacts and rear end impacts 

based on the experts in the project. These statistics support the decision although the Swedish data 

doesn’t allow for pole side impacts to be extracted. The information presented in 

indicate the distribution of vehicle damage from German data [9]. It can be seen that th

 

 

As described above, any crash analysis for electric vehicles needs to be based on statistics for 

conventional vehicles and this is justified by the initial observations from the EV Safe Rescue Project 

in turn, are based on 

ts causing injuries and fatalities, the injury accident distribution is an important starting 

a single vehicle (ROR - run off 

vehicle crashes in intersection, rear and frontal impacts situations. 

As ROR can involve the side or front of the vehicle, the same vehicle structures are involved but the 

 

Earlier in the project, the initial scenarios were selected for pole side impacts and rear end impacts 

based on the experts in the project. These statistics support the decision although the Swedish data 

The information presented in Figure 2 is able to 

. It can be seen that the colour 
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shading (accident data) reflects the tests for safety evaluation (black lines) and that there are 

concentrated deformations around the driver door that reflects pole side impacts.

 

To understand the severity of crashes in the real world in terms o

EDR database (United States) was 

criteria were for modern vehicle designs (model year > 2003) and Event Data Recorders (EDR) crash 

recorder data. A recent description of EDR data is described in 

from the NHTSA website. 

 

EDR technology was developed first for frontal longitudinal, then lateral sensing axes. EDRs are 

integrated with the crash sensing mod

capture frontal and side impact cases. There were few rear end impacts

 

For frontal impacts, Figure 6 shows full width 

accelerations) as compared to a full width rigid barrier test

most severe crash tests for veh

crashes show that all the recorded crashes have lower peak values and longer pulse durations

the regulation crash tests in the US

FWRB test are higher than those expected for a real crash.

 

Figure 6: Real World Frontal Crash Accelerations

 

Side impact cases are presented in 

exhibit a high peak in the first 20

subject to numerical errors during th

impacts are usually characterized by lower accelerations compared to frontal impacts due to the 

softer, side vehicle structures involved.
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shading (accident data) reflects the tests for safety evaluation (black lines) and that there are 

concentrated deformations around the driver door that reflects pole side impacts.

To understand the severity of crashes in the real world in terms of vehicle accelerations, the NHTSA 

was queried for relevant front, rear, and side impact cases. The main 

criteria were for modern vehicle designs (model year > 2003) and Event Data Recorders (EDR) crash 

description of EDR data is described in [13] and more information is available 

EDR technology was developed first for frontal longitudinal, then lateral sensing axes. EDRs are 

sensing module to deploy airbags and seatbelt pretensioners and thus only 

frontal and side impact cases. There were few rear end impacts with EDR data available. 

shows full width real world frontal crashes (those with highest expected 

accelerations) as compared to a full width rigid barrier test for a midsize sedan (Ford Taurus)

most severe crash tests for vehicles in terms of vehicle accelerations. The envelope of real world 

crashes show that all the recorded crashes have lower peak values and longer pulse durations

the regulation crash tests in the US. This suggests that the current accelerations experie

FWRB test are higher than those expected for a real crash. 

: Real World Frontal Crash Accelerations 

cases are presented in Figure 7 and show the side impact accelerations. These EDR data 

bit a high peak in the first 20 ms. EDR data points are derived from speed / time data and are 

subject to numerical errors during this process, thus the peaks over 40g should be questioned.  Side 

characterized by lower accelerations compared to frontal impacts due to the 

vehicle structures involved. 

 

shading (accident data) reflects the tests for safety evaluation (black lines) and that there are 

concentrated deformations around the driver door that reflects pole side impacts. 

f vehicle accelerations, the NHTSA 

queried for relevant front, rear, and side impact cases. The main 

criteria were for modern vehicle designs (model year > 2003) and Event Data Recorders (EDR) crash 

and more information is available 

EDR technology was developed first for frontal longitudinal, then lateral sensing axes. EDRs are 

to deploy airbags and seatbelt pretensioners and thus only 

EDR data available.  

frontal crashes (those with highest expected 

a midsize sedan (Ford Taurus), the 

. The envelope of real world 

crashes show that all the recorded crashes have lower peak values and longer pulse durations than 

. This suggests that the current accelerations experienced in a 

 

and show the side impact accelerations. These EDR data 

data points are derived from speed / time data and are 

is process, thus the peaks over 40g should be questioned.  Side 

characterized by lower accelerations compared to frontal impacts due to the 
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Figure 7: Side Impact Accelerations from EDR Cases

 

Only two rear impact cases could be obtained from the EDR cases in the years investigated. 

two cases show a low acceleration level (compared to front impacts). These impacts are 

characterized by very long pulses and higher deformations to the struck vehicle.

 

Figure 8: Accelerations in Rear Impacts from EDR Cases

 

Additional crash pulses have been analysed using Euro NCAP crash test data. The analysis was 

performed considering results from frontal offset tests, side barrier and side pole tests, the results 

were further subdivided by kerb weight for the vehicle class

SUV (sport utility vehicle). Figure 

direction) for frontal offset tests (64

heavier the car, the longer the crash pulse. Superminis exhibit the highest peaks, around 35

small family car in Figure 8 can be compared to the simulation curve in 

differences in FW and offset crash tests. 

crash tests (56 km/h) with different passenger car types. Smaller passenger cars reached highest 

peaks up to 55 g. Crashes lasted not longer than 100
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lerations from EDR Cases 

rear impact cases could be obtained from the EDR cases in the years investigated. 

cases show a low acceleration level (compared to front impacts). These impacts are 

characterized by very long pulses and higher deformations to the struck vehicle. 

: Accelerations in Rear Impacts from EDR Cases 

Additional crash pulses have been analysed using Euro NCAP crash test data. The analysis was 

performed considering results from frontal offset tests, side barrier and side pole tests, the results 

were further subdivided by kerb weight for the vehicle classes supermini, small family car and small 

Figure 9 summarises the average crash pulses (in the vehicle’s longitudinal 

al offset tests (64 km/h, 40% overlap of crash barrier). It can be seen that the 

heavier the car, the longer the crash pulse. Superminis exhibit the highest peaks, around 35

can be compared to the simulation curve in Figure 

differences in FW and offset crash tests. The FIMCAR project[14] analysed several full

km/h) with different passenger car types. Smaller passenger cars reached highest 

shes lasted not longer than 100 ms.  

 

 

rear impact cases could be obtained from the EDR cases in the years investigated. These 

cases show a low acceleration level (compared to front impacts). These impacts are 

 

 

Additional crash pulses have been analysed using Euro NCAP crash test data. The analysis was 

performed considering results from frontal offset tests, side barrier and side pole tests, the results 

es supermini, small family car and small 

the average crash pulses (in the vehicle’s longitudinal 

km/h, 40% overlap of crash barrier). It can be seen that the 

heavier the car, the longer the crash pulse. Superminis exhibit the highest peaks, around 35 g. The 

Figure 6 to understand the 

analysed several full-width barrier 

km/h) with different passenger car types. Smaller passenger cars reached highest 
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Figure 9: Averaged crash pulses of selected Euro NCAP frontal offset tests per vehicle class 

 

Figure 10 shows the averaged crash pulses of the struck car in moving deformable side impact 

barrier tests (50 km/h). It can be seen that there is a similar crash duration (~80 ms) for all 

considered vehicles classes and superminis exhibit the highest peaks around 20 g. These 

accelerations are higher than the EDR cases shown in Figure 7 and suggest that most real world side 

impact tests are less violent than the standard laboratory side impact tests 

 

 
Figure 10: Averaged crash pulses of selected Euro NCAP side barrier tests per vehicle class 

 

Figure 11 shows the averaged crash pulses from selected pole side impact tests (29 km/h). From the 

data it can be seen that the heavier the car, the longer the crash pulse (up to 160 ms). Superminis 

have been identified having highest peaks around 15 g. These pulses are lower than the side impact 
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cases in Figure 7 (which reflect a car-car side impact) but exhibit more local deformation due to the 

concentrated loads at the pole contact point. 

 

 
Figure 11: Averaged crash pulses of selected Euro NCAP side pole tests per vehicle class 

 

In summary, superminis (as a vehicle class) have consistently higher acceleration peaks (frontal: 35g, 

side: 20g, pole: 15g) than the other heavier vehicle types. Specific vehicle acceleration peaks have 

been identified as even being higher (frontal: 45g, side: 25g, pole: 18g). Crash durations range from 

80 ms to 160 ms after initial impact. 

 

Overall, crash pulses have been analysed based on EDR and Euro NCAP crash test data as being 

comparatively higher than in real-world crashes. In full-width crash tests pulses were seen even 

higher with shorter duration. Deformations in frontal crashes reached around 50 cm to 70 cm based 

on crash and accident data. 

 

2.3 Crash compatibility 

The accident analysis described in the previous section indicates that there are different risks and 

consequences for the different crash configurations observed in traffic accidents. The risks 

associated with each crash type are often not easy to predict in the real world using laboratory test 

data. This is due to the nature of real world crashes where non-homogeneous structures are the 

crash partner of a vehicle tested with a homogeneous crash barrier. This, and the range of vehicle 

masses, introduces a myriad of collision types and consequences which are attributed to 

compatibility.   

 

Compatibility is used to describe crash interaction of different collision partners and is best 

described as a function of the mass, geometry, and strength (force level) of the structures involved. 

Mass compatibility is a result of the conservation of linear momentum and results in higher 

accelerations for the lightest crash partner. Geometric compatibility is the situation when the main 

structures do not align and cause the designed crash structures to not perform as designed. Finally 

the force levels required to deform a structure control the crash response and vehicles with stronger 
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structures deform less than the softer partner in the collision and result in higher intrusions to the 

occupant compartment.  

 

In terms of a vehicle fleet, the most sensitive 

which tend to experience the worst loading due to mass (momentum) effects as well as strength 

(force levels are directly related to mass). 

if structures align properly in a crash.

lighter than the fleet average and this will be a challenge for 

urban commuter. This is also the case predicted 

exposed to urban crashes. 

 

While higher accelerations are an issue for 

geometric and force level incompatibility that can arise.

deformation can be experienced by a vehicle with low accelerations. The rear impact case in 

12 corresponds to Case 1 in Figure 

accelerations that are used to dimension occupant protection systems. However the high 

deformation would compromise the battery packaging that could be placed 

Similarly the side impact case shows that the bumper of the striking vehicle rode over the floor area 

of the vehicle resulting in extensive damage to the door but little damage to the floor where a 

battery pack could be mounted. Both 

accelerations are low and this compatibility behavio

high risk scenarios. 

 

Figure 12: Compatibility issues for Rear (left) 

 

2.4 Scenario Definitions 

Following the initial literature review, a project meeti

define the specific areas of interest for the project. Included in this was a definition

conditions and high risk vehicle types. Two scenario types were identified in terms of lateral and 

longitudinal risks for the battery systems. Using the information collected and identified in the 

previous sections, the following scenarios were defined for hi

 

- Longitudinal Scenarios:  Frontal impacts are an active area of investigation in other projects and 

unnecessary for EVERSAFE to focus in depth studies. Rear Impacts are essentially the most 

critical condition for analysis since 

There is the potential that vehicles without a liquid or gaseous fuel tank

demonstrate crashworthiness protection of a batter

required by convention fuel vehicles in UN
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structures deform less than the softer partner in the collision and result in higher intrusions to the 

In terms of a vehicle fleet, the most sensitive vehicles for crash compatibility are the smaller vehicles 

which tend to experience the worst loading due to mass (momentum) effects as well as strength 

(force levels are directly related to mass). This makes smaller vehicles a high risk target group, even 

if structures align properly in a crash. Figure 3 shows that the micro and small cars are up to 400 kg 

lighter than the fleet average and this will be a challenge for smaller electric vehicles targeting the 

is also the case predicted in [10] where smaller cars are expected to be

While higher accelerations are an issue for small vehicles, the greatest compatibility challenge 

geometric and force level incompatibility that can arise. Figure 12 shows how considerable 

be experienced by a vehicle with low accelerations. The rear impact case in 

Figure 8. The 10 g peak accelerations are low compared typical 

accelerations that are used to dimension occupant protection systems. However the high 

deformation would compromise the battery packaging that could be placed around the rear axle. 

Similarly the side impact case shows that the bumper of the striking vehicle rode over the floor area 

of the vehicle resulting in extensive damage to the door but little damage to the floor where a 

battery pack could be mounted. Both of these cases show that high deformations are possible when 

accelerations are low and this compatibility behaviour should be considered when identifying the 

: Compatibility issues for Rear (left) and Side Impacts (right) 

Following the initial literature review, a project meeting and brainstorming session were

define the specific areas of interest for the project. Included in this was a definition

ditions and high risk vehicle types. Two scenario types were identified in terms of lateral and 

longitudinal risks for the battery systems. Using the information collected and identified in the 

the following scenarios were defined for high priority in the project:

Frontal impacts are an active area of investigation in other projects and 

unnecessary for EVERSAFE to focus in depth studies. Rear Impacts are essentially the most 

critical condition for analysis since the legal requirements are quite limited for rear impacts. 

ential that vehicles without a liquid or gaseous fuel tank will not be required to 

demonstrate crashworthiness protection of a battery structure with physical tests currently 

onvention fuel vehicles in UN Regulation 34 for fire protection

 

structures deform less than the softer partner in the collision and result in higher intrusions to the 

vehicles for crash compatibility are the smaller vehicles 

which tend to experience the worst loading due to mass (momentum) effects as well as strength 

This makes smaller vehicles a high risk target group, even 

shows that the micro and small cars are up to 400 kg 

smaller electric vehicles targeting the 

where smaller cars are expected to be mostly 

small vehicles, the greatest compatibility challenge is the 

shows how considerable 

be experienced by a vehicle with low accelerations. The rear impact case in Figure 

. The 10 g peak accelerations are low compared typical 

accelerations that are used to dimension occupant protection systems. However the high 

around the rear axle. 

Similarly the side impact case shows that the bumper of the striking vehicle rode over the floor area 

of the vehicle resulting in extensive damage to the door but little damage to the floor where a 

of these cases show that high deformations are possible when 

r should be considered when identifying the 

 

ng and brainstorming session were used to 

define the specific areas of interest for the project. Included in this was a definition of critical impact 

ditions and high risk vehicle types. Two scenario types were identified in terms of lateral and 

longitudinal risks for the battery systems. Using the information collected and identified in the 

gh priority in the project: 

Frontal impacts are an active area of investigation in other projects and 

unnecessary for EVERSAFE to focus in depth studies. Rear Impacts are essentially the most 

the legal requirements are quite limited for rear impacts. 

will not be required to 

structure with physical tests currently 

Regulation 34 for fire protection [8]. Smaller vehicles 
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struck by heavier vehicles have the highest risk of crash acceleration and misaligned bumpers 

can increase the deformations of the struck vehicle. 

- Lateral Scenarios: Impacts to the vehicle sides particularly involving poles, are important for 

identifying deformation or intrusions into the battery (protective) structures. Pole side impacts 

seem to be the most risky crash type in terms of deformation of the vehicle (Figure 2). There are 

some test data available from NHTSA and ongoing data available from Euro NCAP. The vehicle – 

vehicle side impacts are less relevant given that the floor of the struck vehicles may not be 

engaged by the striking vehicle and not create critical deformations for a floor mounted battery. 

Lighter vehicles represent the vehicle population with highest risk. 

 

There are standards for legal and consumer tests for side impact but with limited variation of the 

impact parameters.  It would be important to conduct further simulation activities investigating the 

sensitive vehicle design parameters for electric vehicles in pole impacts. The types and severity of 

angled car-car side impacts are also relevant for analysis. 

 

2.5 Summary 

Electric vehicle state of the art, battery layout, market, and crash designs were reviewed in this 

chapter. Electric cars are still a new vehicle type on the market and extensive field data documenting 

their crash performance is still unavailable. The main impact types were reviewed with respect to 

battery safety. Although a general parameter study for EV vehicles has been conducted, the key 

scenarios for the detailed research in this Work Package and thus this deliverable were selected to 

address pole side impacts and rear impacts. A small test vehicle is desired as this presents the worst 

case for systems involved. 
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3. SAFETY ISSUES FOR BATTERIES 

3.1 Background 

Moving a vehicle propelled by an electric drive needs an energy storage device with a high capacity 

(to obtain a maximum range) and a high gravimetric and volumetric energy density (to reduce the 

weight and space requirements of the battery). Lithium-ion batteries (Li-ion batteries) have a much 

higher gravimetric and volumetric energy density (specific energy 60-130 Wh/kg; volume energy 

density 200-300 Wh/L) compared to lead-acid (Pb-acid), nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd), or nickel-metal 

hydride (Ni-MH) batteries. Therefore, Li-ion batteries represent the state of the art energy storage 

device for actual EV, PHEV, and Hybrid-EV and thus are in the main focus of the EVERSAFE project. 

 
Figure 13: Comparison of energy density for various battery cell chemistries [15] 

 

Here, Li-ion batteries represent a whole family of rechargeable (secondary) energy storage devices 

which differ in cell chemistry as well as in cell type and geometry. Basically a Li-ion battery comprises 

of four parts: the positive electrode, the negative electrode, the separator and the electrolyte. 

 

The positive electrode is formed of different types of lithium metal oxides/-phosphates. Typical 

types are given in Table 8. A foil of aluminium is applied as current collector. The negative electrode 

is mainly formed by graphite. This material is able to intercalate Li
+
-ions into its two-dimensional 

layer structure without intensive increase in volume. More recently Li-titanate was discovered as a 

new material for the negative electrode with good safety features, but also with some disadvantages 

(low cell potential regarding Li-ion). As a current collector material, copper foil is used for graphite 

electrodes, whereas cheaper and lighter aluminium foil can be used for Li-titanate electrodes. 

 

Table 8: Typical positive electrode types 

Chemical formula Name 

LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 NMC 

LiAl0,05Co0,15Ni0,8O2 NCA 

LiMn2O4 LMO 

LiFePO4 LFP 

LiCoO2 LCO 
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Each combination of active battery materials has specific advantages and disadvantages regarding 

safety, specific energy, specific energy density, price, life time, temperature range, etc. Therefore, 

compared to other chemical energy storage systems, Li-ion batteries offer a high variety for cell 

design. Especially, for the active material of the positive electrode (see Table 8).  

 

The separator is made of a polymeric olefin film like polypropylene (PP) or polyethylene (PE), which 

was stretched to obtain micro-holes on the film surface. The role of the separator is to separate both 

half cells (positive and negative electrodes) and only Li
+
 ions may pass through the micro-holes of 

the separator film to move from the positive to the negative electrode, where they are incorporated 

during charging of the Li-ion battery. During discharging the Li
+
 ions pass the separator vice versa 

through the separator to the positive electrode. The olefin separators have a maximum temperature 

range of 130 °C, where the polymeric film starts to shrink and causes fatal (internal) short circuits. To 

overcome this limited temperature range a ceramic separator was developed but is used in patent 

protected products of Li-Tec (Li-Tec battery GmbH, Germany) only. 

The main function of the electrolyte is to build an ionically conducting phase between both 

electrodes. Therefore, a conducting salt (typically LiPF6) is added to an aprotic organic solvent. The 

organic solvent typically comprises dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diethyl carbonate (DEC), ethyl methyl 

carbonate (EMC), ethylene carbonate (EC), propylene carbonate (PC), or mixture of it. All these 

organic solvents are flammable. The key role of the electrolyte is to build-up a Solid Electrolyte 

Interface (SEI) during the first cycling of a newly build battery. The SEI should cover the electrode 

surfaces completely and prevents the organic components of the electrolyte for further 

decomposition. Also at elevated temperatures these parasitic reactions increase, resulting in a 

reduced capacity and a short (cycle) life time of the battery. 

As described earlier, there are three common cell geometries (see Table 5). Like the cell chemistry, 

each cell geometry has advantages and disadvantages. For example, cylindrical cells are cheap to 

produce because a high production capacity for this cell type was established in Asia to fulfil the 

market for Li-ion batteries for consumer products. Nowadays, this market switched to the pouch cell 

type. On the other hand, the packing density for cylindrical cells is low. It has to be kept in mind, that 

the cell geometry gives no indication on the cell chemistry inside the cell.  

The prismatic cell has a higher packing density and the cell housing is very rigid. Therefore, risk of 

cell damage is reduced in case of a mechanical impact. 

The most versatile cell type is the pouch cell. The cell is covered by a thin composite 

aluminium/polymer foil. Therefore, it is cheap in production, it could be adapted to nearly every 

battery space, and the mass of passive battery material is minimized (resulting in a high specific 

energy compared to prismatic and round cell type). The soft enclosure results in a cell that is less 

shielded in case of a mechanical impact. 

 

Cell manufacturers implement some safety devices on cell level into their products: 

• A „shutdown“ separator will melt at temperatures > 100 °C and thereby the micro-holes will 

be closed for transfer of Li
+
 ions and charge transfer inside the cell will be stopped. 

• Burst disk or safety vent releases gas to prevent a non-controlled rupture of the cell housing 

in the event of a rapid increase in cell pressure (especially found for prismatic and cylindrical 

cells). 

• A Current Interrupt Device (CID) opens the electrical path between the jelly roll and the 

outer terminal if an over-charge raises the internal cell pressure to 1000 kPa (145 psi). 

• A PTC (Positive Thermal Coefficient device) is a built-in temperature switch that interrupts 

the current when the temperature rises above 100 °C (reversible). 
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Typically, these safety devices operate in an irreversible manner if not other stated. These passive 

safety devices are typically used in consumer cells but not all of them could be applied in automotive 

cells. Even though, the intrinsic safety of cell chemistry used in automotive application is high, all Li-

ion cells used today need a dedicated battery management unit (BMU) to monitor the battery 

system. 

 

For the EVERSAFE project fault-free cells before and during a crash scenario were investigated. 

Therefore, electrical abuse tests like overcharging, over-discharging, fault of BMU, external short 

circuit or heat/flame test, are not in the primary focus. The majority of the tests were mechanical 

abuse tests like nail penetration and cut-off (by knife) test and were applied to the pouch cells 

provided by a project partner. Other mechanical abuse tests like shock, drop-down, or shaker tests 

are part of the UN transport regulations for Li-ion cells and were not tested in the project. 

 

3.2 Consequences of different loading or abuse 

Nowadays, Li-ion batteries are a highly developed well balanced chemical systems. Mainly, these 

batteries are comprised of two highly lithiated contrary charged electrodes commonly separated by 

an olefinic separator and filled with flammable organic solvents. The formation of a SEI during the 

first cycling of a Li-ion battery after assembly is an essential step for the function of the battery. SEI 

is composed of stable compounds like Li2CO3 and meta-stable compounds like (CH2OCO2Li)2. The SEI 

becomes unstable when the cell temperature rises above 70 – 100 °C with an exothermic 

decomposition according to: 

(CH2OCO2Li)2  →  Li2CO3 + C2H4 + CO2 + ½ O2 

2 Li + (CH2OCO2Li)2  →  2 Li2CO3 + C2H4 

These reactions lead to the formation of ethene (C2H4) and carbon dioxide (CO2). CO2 may further 

react to carbon monoxide (CO). As a result, Li-ion batteries are very damageable by elevated 

temperatures. For example, an internal or external short circuit will raise the temperature inside the 

cell. An internal short circuit could arise when an external metallic part intrudes into the cell or by 

direct contact of battery electrodes after excessive compression of the separator. These examples 

may occur as a result of a car crash. Particles may also be introduced inside the cell during 

manufacturing process and cause an internal short circuit. The last scenario is outside the scope of 

the project. Thermal and/or mechanical impact leads to the destruction of the SEI. After SEI 

decomposition, lithium reacts with organic electrolytes: 

2 Li + C3H4O3 (EC, ethylene carbonate) → Li2CO3 + C2H4 

2 Li + C4H6O3 (PC, propylene carbonate) → Li2CO3 + C3H6 

2 Li + C3H6O3 (DMC, dimethyl carbonate) → Li2CO3 + C2H6 

2 Li + C4H8O3 (EMC, ethyl methyl carbonate) → Li2CO3 + C3H8 

Depending on the organic carbonates used as electrolyte components, different gaseous 

unsaturated hydrocarbons according to the reactions above are generated: Ethene (C2H4), 

propene (C3H6), ethane (C2H6) and/or propane (C3H8). All these compounds are flammable and may 

form an explosive mixture depending on its concentration. A spark may ignite the flammable gases 

or gas mixture. Emissions of sparks were observed during a thermal runaway of a Li-ion battery cell 

due to the emission of small hot (metallic) particles of active battery material. Also a spark caused by 

the tools of rescue teams, open flames, etc. may ignite the flammable battery gases. 
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A thermal runaway may be separated into three stages as shown below:

The exothermic reaction increases the

the Li-ion battery. Gas evolution also 

pressure relief valve (not found 

compounds (so called “venting” process). A pouch cell 

Emission of organic carbonates can be seen as white smoke. During further heating of the cell the 

colour of the smoke turns into grey by emitting active electrode material (mainly graphite particles). 

This thermal runaway process heats the cell up to 700

adjacent cells and cause a chain reaction

emitted and reacts as follows. 

When heated in dry environment

Whereas in contact with water/air moisture toxic hydrogen

LiPF6

If a thermal runaway occurs a large number of 

Combustion reactions evolve mainly the following gases:

• CO, CO2 from organic materials

• NOx, HF 

• Low molecular weight organic acids, aldehydes, ketones 

• etc. 

Although a fire of Li-ion batteries should not be exting

water may be reasonable because it cools down the surrounding cells to avoid a fo

Additionally many of the emitted particles an

water. 

1

2
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thermal runaway may be separated into three stages as shown below: 

 

The exothermic reaction increases the battery temperature and therefore the internal pressure of 

ion battery. Gas evolution also increases the pressure of the cell. If the cell is equipped with a 

pressure relief valve (not found on pouch cells), this valve will open and release flammable organic 

compounds (so called “venting” process). A pouch cell may burst if internal pressure is too high. 

Emission of organic carbonates can be seen as white smoke. During further heating of the cell the 

r of the smoke turns into grey by emitting active electrode material (mainly graphite particles). 

l runaway process heats the cell up to 700 °C - 1000 °C. This high temperature may affect 

chain reaction. With the organic solvent the conducting salt

When heated in dry environments the salt decomposes like: 

LiPF6  →  LiF + PF5 

Whereas in contact with water/air moisture toxic hydrogen fluoride (HF) gas is buil

6 + 4 H2O → LiF (s) + H3PO4 (l) + 5 HF (g)↑ 

PF5 + H2O → POF3 + 2 HF (g)↑ 

If a thermal runaway occurs a large number of different kinds of chemical

Combustion reactions evolve mainly the following gases: 

from organic materials 

Low molecular weight organic acids, aldehydes, ketones  

ion batteries should not be extinguished with pure water, usage of plenty of 

water may be reasonable because it cools down the surrounding cells to avoid a fo

the emitted particles and toxic gaseous compound will bind and 

•Anodic reactions start at about 90 °C

•Decomposition of the SEI (> 120 °C)

•Reduction of the lithiated negative anode

•Exothermic reactions at the positive electrode
(> 140 °C)

•Rapid oxygen evolution

•Positive electrode decomposition

•Electrolyte oxidation (> 180 °C), high rate 
exothermic process, temperature raise: 100 °C/min

 

temperature and therefore the internal pressure of 

the cell. If the cell is equipped with a 

pouch cells), this valve will open and release flammable organic 

may burst if internal pressure is too high. 

Emission of organic carbonates can be seen as white smoke. During further heating of the cell the 

r of the smoke turns into grey by emitting active electrode material (mainly graphite particles). 

°C. This high temperature may affect 

. With the organic solvent the conducting salt, LiPF6, is also 

(HF) gas is built: 

chemicals are generated. 

uished with pure water, usage of plenty of 

water may be reasonable because it cools down the surrounding cells to avoid a following process. 

bind and be diluted by 
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3.3 Potential dangers 

Potential hazards originated from the high-voltage battery due to mechanical loading or fire during a 

crash may lead to: 

• Electrical shock risks 

• Chemical reactions 

• Thermal events 

• Release of toxic battery ingredients  

• Fire 

• Explosion  

 

Potential dangers that may arise in severe crashes involving electric vehicles are essentially fires and 

the emissions of flammable, ignitable and/or toxic substances. The main substances that can be 

expected from a Li-ion cell are presented in Table 9 and their potential consequences. 

 

Table 9: Table of critical emitted gases 

Substance Chemical formula Health Risk Toxic 

Concentration/ 

exposure time 

Flammable 

Hydrogen H2 No  Yes 

Carbon monoxide CO Yes 6400 ppm / 

30 minutes 

No 

Carbon dioxide CO2 No 30,000 ppm No 

Methane CH4 No  Yes 

Hydrogen fluoride HF Yes 50-250 ppm / 

5 minutes 

No 

Phosphor 

pentafluoride 

PF5 Yes 3 ppm / 

8 hours 

No 

Electrolyte fumes LiPF6 ??  Yes 

 

The potential processes leading to a harmful battery event arising from a crash is presented 

schematically in Figure 14. The top row (crash) is the starting point. In the second row there are 4 

potential load cases based on the presence of acceleration, deformation, or thermal loads on the 

battery. Depending on the type of damage, there can be cell damage or other chemical activity 

leading to gas emissions and possible harm. There is also the potential for the damage to lead to an 

internal safety system preventing any subsequent problems such as the case of the BMU (Battery 

Management Unit) isolating the battery from short circuits and resulting heat build-up and thermal 

runaway. 
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Figure 14: Battery Harmful Event Flow Chart

 

From the information in this chapter, the battery cell and battery pack are critical issues to 

investigate. As the integrity of the battery is fundamentally linked to the cell, mechanical tests and 

benchmarking of cell performance 

to the consortium and their common application in automobiles, 

the cell type to investigate.  

 

With regard to fires due to self

3.1), the GESTIS-database on hazardous substances

450 °C for EC, 445 °C for DEC and 455

16.7 °C for DMC. A self-ignition of the carbonates is therefore rather unlikely (except in case of an 

already existing fire). Also the at about 110

reason to expect a self-ignition (ignition temperatures: ethene 440

365 °C). 

 

 

                                                          
10

 GESTIS-database on hazardous substances

Social Accident Insurance, http://www.dguv.de/ifa/Gefahrstoffdatenbanken/GESTIS

2.jsp 
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: Battery Harmful Event Flow Chart 

From the information in this chapter, the battery cell and battery pack are critical issues to 

investigate. As the integrity of the battery is fundamentally linked to the cell, mechanical tests and 

benchmarking of cell performance were conducted in EVERSAFE. Given the availability of pouch cells 

to the consortium and their common application in automobiles, Li-ion pouch cells were selected as 

With regard to fires due to self-ignition of battery chemistries (organic solvents, 

database on hazardous substances
10

 states the ignition temperatures at 447

°C for DEC and 455 °C for DMC. Flash points are at 143 °C for EC, 25

ignition of the carbonates is therefore rather unlikely (except in case of an 

already existing fire). Also the at about 110 °C starting decomposition of the carbonates do not give 

ignition (ignition temperatures: ethene 440 °C, ethane 515

 

                   

database on hazardous substances: Information system on hazardous substances of the German 

http://www.dguv.de/ifa/Gefahrstoffdatenbanken/GESTIS-Stoffdatenbank/index

 

 

From the information in this chapter, the battery cell and battery pack are critical issues to 

investigate. As the integrity of the battery is fundamentally linked to the cell, mechanical tests and 

E. Given the availability of pouch cells 

ion pouch cells were selected as 

ignition of battery chemistries (organic solvents, see also Section 

the ignition temperatures at 447 °C – 

°C for EC, 25 °C for DEC and 

ignition of the carbonates is therefore rather unlikely (except in case of an 

°C starting decomposition of the carbonates do not give 

°C, ethane 515 °C and butane 

Information system on hazardous substances of the German 

Stoffdatenbank/index-
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3.4 Derivation of simulations and experimental tests 

Based on the knowledge gained from the previous sections, major load cases have been derived and 

are summarised in Table 10 as starting point for simulation activities and experimental tests in 

EVERSAFE.  

 

Table 10: Derived major simulation activities and experimental tests 

Level Description Specification Conduction as 

Cell 

 

Mechanical properties Tensile tests on cell layers and cell, 

Instron machine, v = 0.1 mm/s, T = 

23°C 

Simulation and 

experimental test 

Shear tolerance / abuse  In-house cutting device (sharp 

knife) cutting the cell on the whole 

width, v = 1,46 mm/s 

Experimental test 

Penetration tolerance / 

reference case 

SAE J2464 Simulation and 

experimental test 

Penetration tolerance / 

non-standard test 

modified SAE J2464, wider (5 mm) 

and round nosed penetrator 

Simulation and 

experimental test 

External short circuit 

/reference case 

FreedomCAR, IEC
11

 62660-2, SAE 

J2564 

Experimental test 

Overcharge / Reference 

case 

FreedomCAR, IEC 62660-2, SAE 

J2564 

Experimental test 

Vehicle Crash tests according to 

existing regulations & 

consumer tests / 

reference case 

Euro NCAP
12

 (Frontal offset, Side 

impact, Side pole) 

IIHS
13

 (Small Overlap) 

FMVSS
14

 (Full frontal overlap, Rear-

end, Rollover) 

Simulation 

Mechanical properties Tensile tests on cell layers and cell, 

Instron machine, v = 0.1 mm/s, T = 

23°C 

Simulation and 

experimental test 

Full-scale crash tests with 

1GEV and 2GEV 

Non-standard side impact with 

pole and rear/front crash 

Experimental test 

 

                                                           
11

 International Electrotechnical Commission 
12

 European New Car Assessment Programme 
13

 Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, US 
14

 Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard,US 
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4. SIMULATION ACTIVITIES 

The simulation activities intended to analyze the structural integrity and response of the battery 

pack in case of passenger car crashes (by considering different compatibility issues) related to 

current crash test regulations. The simulations have been enriched by further crash configurations 

which may potentially be critical scenarios and are not currently addressed by current regulations. 

Beside the analysis on load cases at the vehicle level, simulations on cell level have been performed 

for a better understanding of failure mechanisms. A basic overview of simulated also load cases has 

been introduced in Table 10. Specifications and results can be found in this chapter.  

The simulation results were also used to determine subsequent experimental tests and to identify 

further potential crash issues with electric vehicles. 

 

4.1 Approach and Assessment Method 

An overview of the work performed can be seen in Figure 15. Due to issues obtaining a second 

generation electric vehicle (2GEV) simulation model within the consortium it was decided to use an 

existing public domain FE, i.e. the FE model of a Toyota Yaris
15

 as a starting point for the vehicle 

modelling. This vehicle belongs to the small family car class (see also EVERSAFE’s target vehicle 

definition in Section 1.4) and was assessed as the most realistic available model for the project. A 

previous literature study (see Section 2.2) showed that the tunnel area is statistically the safest place 

to build safety critical components like batteries. With such a concept, a complete vehicle simulation 

model of a first generation electric vehicle (1GEV) was accomplished by altering the ICE Yaris model 

of NCAC.  

 

All simulations were performed with LS-Dyna. The results concerning Euro NCAP frontal crash, side 

pole crash and deformable movable barrier performance were compared to experimental 

acceleration data and were assessed for a small family car. A detailed battery model that could fit in 

an available empty battery housing was developed. This model has been integrated into the tunnel 

area of the Yaris model to obtain a 1GEV. Some of the smaller original frontal components (fuse box, 

battery, windshield washing container) were left but the motor was removed. Fourteen different 

load cases were performed with this model, see Figure 15. 

 

                                                           
15

National Crash Analysis Center (NCAC) archive http://www.ncac.gwu.edu/vml/models.html 
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Figure 15: Overview of simulation activities in EVERSAFE 

 

The question was raised on how to define the worst case within the variety of investigated load 

cases. Several criteria were developed and measured for each simulation: 

• The relative displacement of modules and the deformation of the pack and the cells 

• The maximum velocity in each module 

• The maximum forces applied on cells 

• The maximum accelerations in each module 

 

Different parts of the HV battery were monitored and the total response of these measurement 

points were plotted to identify the worst loading conditions. 

 

To perform the simulations on both component (cell) and vehicle levels, the development and 

validation of robust cell, battery and vehicle simulation models are essential. The following sections 

describe major steps of this modelling and validation process. 

 

 

4.2 Simulations on cell and battery level 

4.2.1 Cell Modelling 

To create a preferably realistic cell model, experimental tensile tests with available battery cells have 

been conducted. Mechanical test samples were cut out of the cell and used for tensile tests on both 

the layer and entire thickness level. The cell cross-section was also investigated with a microscope to 

determine the different layer thicknesses. Finally, basic mechanical information about the cell were 

obtained from which a model of the cell structure could be designed, see Figure 16.  
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Figure 16: Tensile tests performed on pouch cells and on 

 

A numerical model was developed at both a detailed and simplified level as shown in 

main components are the envelope (alumin

 

Figure 17: Numerical Model of Battery

 

The model was validated against the mechanical tests 

behavior and failure steps could be

the simulation were lower than th

failed first, followed by the envelope and separator, and finally the pouch casing. 
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Tensile tests performed on pouch cells and on individual layers. 

numerical model was developed at both a detailed and simplified level as shown in 

main components are the envelope (aluminium), a copper layer and a plastic separator. 

: Numerical Model of Battery Cell (1-Detailed, 2-Simplified). 

he model was validated against the mechanical tests as shown in Figure 18. Although the overall 

behavior and failure steps could be well reproduced in simulation, the maximum

lower than those for the tested cell sample. Metallic components inside the cell 

followed by the envelope and separator, and finally the pouch casing. 
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Figure 18: Validation of the cell model. 

 

4.2.2 Battery Modelling 

The metallic casing for a battery pack was available for investigation. For reasons of confidentiality 

neither the content of the pack nor information for the materials inside the pack could be released 

to the project. As a result, the components inside the battery have been built based on public 

information. Nevertheless, the developed battery pack model has reached a satisfying level of 

modelling detail regarding the internal fixtures and electronic components which made it possible to 

measure and investigate loads as well as to finally assess the crash severity. The entire battery model 

was made of 192 pouch cells divided in 8 modules. As discussed previously, pouch cells could be 

considered as a worst case as they don’t have a rigid protective surrounding like prismatic or 

cylindrical cells (see Table 5). The mass of the pack is of 198 kg which is realistic for this type of 

battery. For computational efficiency, each cell has less than 2,000 elements. An overview of the 

model can be seen in Figure 19. As a last step, the 600,000 element battery pack was integrated into 

the Yaris full vehicle model.  

 

 

 
Figure 19: Battery pack model developed 
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4.2.3 Results on cell and battery level 

Several mechanical abuse tests were conducted on fully loaded cells. As presented in Figure 20, 

these tests consisted of a shear test with a sharp knife and penetration tests according to the SAE 

J2464 standard (thin metallic nail penetration) as well as according to in-house procedures which 

uses a rounded plastic punch.  

 

 
Figure 20: Mechanical abuse tests performed on Li-ion pouch cells: shear test with a knife (left) and 

penetrations tests according to standard and in-house test (right). 

 

The expected internal short circuit and resulting thermal activity was not observed in many cases 

and the different failure thresholds for the materials may explain the robust behaviour seen. As also 

observed in experimental tests (see Section 5.1), the penetration according to the standard 

procedure SAE J2464 did not lead to a thermal runaway, in contrary to the penetration test with 

wider penetrator.  

 

Of the cell level mechanical abuse tests, only penetration tests were simulated. The model enabled 

an analysis and leads to an understanding of the different failure mechanisms and to explain these 

results, see Figure 21. The pouch outer case (coating) and separator are essentially plastic, non-

conducting materials. As they are more ductile, they could be observed in the simulation following 

the intruding structure and electrically isolating it from the remainder of the cell in some cases. This 

reduces the likelihood of an internal short circuit in the case of a thin nail penetrator (standard 

procedure). In the case of the non-standard test, the punch is crushing the cell locally until the 

separator film fails and allows for internal short circuits. 
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Figure 21: Differences in failure mechanism between standard penetration test and wider 

penetrator, simplified model. 

 

The described detailed cell model (see Section 4.2.1) could not be used in full car crash simulations 

as it had to be merged into a unique material to reduce the processing demands of too many 

elements in the battery model. However, this model allowed a better understanding of the failure 

mechanisms in cell tests such as those introduced in Section 0 and described in detail in Section 5.1. 

In particular the strain level that leads to a separator failure and thus to short-circuit had been 

investigated more in detail. 

 

4.3 Simulations on vehicle level 

4.3.1 Vehicle validation and transformation 

Some work has been done to improve the public numerical model of the Yaris by the following 

adaptations: 

• Reference load cases (frontal and side crash) were investigated to identify the weak points 

of the model 

• Contact problems were solved, especially concerning side crash simulation against MDB 

• Loose parts were connected 

• Recommendations from DYNAmore (control cards) and from literature (e.g. improved tire 

models) were incorporated to make the model more stable 

After the modifications described above, the model showed good numerical stability concerning 

frontal, rear and side impacts and all other scenarios of interest, as no element in the vehicle caused 

the calculation to terminate. The energy components were checked to verify no nonphysical energy 

(hourglass) developed. The resulting model, without detailed battery, contained about 1 million 

elements. 

The validation of the model was made using available test data. The acceleration peaks recorded in 

the vehicle’s b-pillar in simulation were compared to a range of tests involving superminis, small 

family cars and SUVs that are described in 2.2. The comparison of the acceleration peaks for frontal 
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Figure 22, side barrier Figure 23 and side pole impacts Figure 24 confirmed that the Yaris is a suitable 

small family car model. 

 

Figure 22: Crash pulse of Euro NCAP frontal offset simulation for Toyota Yaris model. Measurement 

is performed in the B-pillar. The orange curve denotes the numerical results; the green curve 

denotes test data of small family class vehicles (see Figure 9). 

 

 
Figure 23: Crash pulses of Euro NCAP side barrier simulation for Toyota Yaris model. The orange 

curve denotes the numerical results; the green curve denotes test data of small family class vehicles 

(see Figure 10). 
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Figure 24: Crash pulse of Euro NCAP side pole simulation for Toyota Yaris model. The orange curve 

denotes the numerical results; the green curve denotes test data of small family class vehicles (see 

Figure 11). 

 

For the purpose of integrating the battery pack into the Yaris vehicle model, the position of the front 

seats had to be changed slightly and the tunnel area was modified (200 spot-welds moved). Some 

smaller original frontal components (fuse box, battery, windshield washing container) were left but 

the engine was removed to get closer to a 1GEV configuration. These modifications have an 

important influence on the crash pulse profile of the vehicle. Full width frontal crash simulations of 

the improved Yaris model and the 1GEV Yaris model show how the crash pulse can differ between 

the conventional car and its electric version, Figure 25. The difference in frontal crash pulse between 

conventional and electric vehicles is due to the presence of the engine. 

 
Figure 25: Comparison between the deceleration profiles during a full-width crash test of a 

conventional Yaris model (orange) and the 1GEV Yaris model (blue). 
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4.3.2 Load cases 

A multitude of load cases were investigated by numerical simulation to identify critical scenarios for 

the battery pack. The Yaris 1GEV model was subjected to 14 different load cases; most of them are 

represented in Figure 26. Some of the scenarios were analysed additionally with slightly modified 

parameters such as different crash velocities or impact angles. 

 

 
Figure 26: Full vehicle crash simulations performed in the EVERSAFE project. 

 

Many of the test conditions are standard test conditions specified in regulations or consumer testing 

and are not described in detail in this report. These tests are usually used by the manufacturers as 

design requirements; hence one can expect a good vehicle response for all of them. Four load cases 

that are not typical design cases were studied in detail in the following section. 

 

All load cases simulated within EVERSAFE are summarized in  

 

 

Table 11 both for conventional and non-conventional load cases. The results of all simulations are 

given in Section 4.3.4 and summarized in Figure 30. 
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Table 11: Overview of the simulations performed with 

 

4.3.3 Non-typical scenarios

If most of the simulation load cases are well defined in official crash test protocols, four simulations 

were created in EVERSAFE and consist of a frontal pole impact, an undercarriage impact, a moving 

side pole barrier impact and a traffic jam crash and are described below. It has to be noted that 

these configurations have not been validated yet in international working groups and viability for 

experimental test conditions has not been proven.

 

Front pole impact 

 

The front pole impact is a centred crash at 50 km/h on a rigid pole. This type of crash requires 

significant lateral cross members to direct loads from the bumper into appropriate parts of the 

vehicle frame, Figure 27.  

Figure 27: Front pole impact simulation 
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Overview of the simulations performed with the 1GEV Yaris model. 

typical scenarios 

If most of the simulation load cases are well defined in official crash test protocols, four simulations 

were created in EVERSAFE and consist of a frontal pole impact, an undercarriage impact, a moving 

le barrier impact and a traffic jam crash and are described below. It has to be noted that 

these configurations have not been validated yet in international working groups and viability for 

experimental test conditions has not been proven. 

The front pole impact is a centred crash at 50 km/h on a rigid pole. This type of crash requires 

significant lateral cross members to direct loads from the bumper into appropriate parts of the 

 
Front pole impact simulation for the 1GEV model developed within the project

 

 

If most of the simulation load cases are well defined in official crash test protocols, four simulations 

were created in EVERSAFE and consist of a frontal pole impact, an undercarriage impact, a moving 

le barrier impact and a traffic jam crash and are described below. It has to be noted that 

these configurations have not been validated yet in international working groups and viability for 

The front pole impact is a centred crash at 50 km/h on a rigid pole. This type of crash requires 

significant lateral cross members to direct loads from the bumper into appropriate parts of the 

odel developed within the project. 
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Undercarriage impact 

 

Little literature is available for predicting damage to the battery pack due to a ground impact. Xia 

and Wierzbicki [16] proposed a scenario where a rotating object of debris gets stuck between the 

ground and the battery and hits the battery severely due to its own rotation whereby a direct impact 

to the battery is established. 

 

The test case designed in EVERSAFE involves a rigid mass that the vehicle runs over. The tunnel 

configuration of the battery developed in the project benefits from a higher ground clearance than a 

so called “floor battery”. Consequently, a tunnel battery usually is protected by the front axle of the 

vehicle, Figure 28. 

 
Figure 28: Undercarriage impact simulation, level differences between debris, battery and front axle. 

 

However, in order to simulate an impact from underneath onto a floor battery configuration, it was 

decided for reasons of efficiency to use the Yaris 1GEV model. To approach the conditions of a floor 

battery (lower ground clearance than tunnel battery), the vehicle’s front axle has been removed 

from any contact constraints, so that the tunnel battery configuration was exploited to understand 

the potentially severe loads due to an undercarriage impact that could arise in a floor mounted 

battery (denoted as “Undercarriage_noFA” in Figure 30). 

 

 

Traffic jam 

 

The traffic jam impact is a severe, multiple collision where a vehicle is rear-ended and then rolls into 

a heavier vehicle. The test speed, mass, and multiple impact setting exceed current safety standards. 

This condition was performed experimentally (see Section 5.3). 

 

 

Moving side pole barrier 

To validate a proposed crash test configuration (aiming to apply a similar amount of energy to the 

vehicle as in the Euro NCAP side pole test) involving the Mitsubishi iMiEV (see Section 5.2) the Yaris 

model was used under comparable conditions. The test consisted of a movable barrier (mass of 

2,050 kg) equipped with a front pole and moving at a velocity of 35 km/h. The simulations confirmed 

the initial calculations concerning the amount of absorbed energy, see Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: Very similar amount of deformation energy between Euro NCAP Side Pole (A curve) and 

reverse test performed (C curve). 

 

4.3.4 Vehicle simulation results 

The results of the simulations performed on Yaris 1GEV were aggregated to identify worst cases for 

the vehicle model used, see Figure 30. Two criteria were used for this assessment: 

 

• The maximum plastic strain of the battery housing 

• The maximum acceleration peak in the battery pack 

 

 

Following results can be observed on Figure 30: 

• The most severe accident scenarios both in term of acceleration peak in the modules and 

plastic deformation of the pack occur when there is direct contact or deformation of the 

battery structures, see especially the front pole impact (denoted as Front-pole). 

 

• Rollover and rear impact scenarios (MDB-rear, 80 km/h) are the less challenging tests for 

this type of electric car configuration. 

 

• The crash severity does not correlate with the amount of kinetic energy involved in the 

accident. For example, the most severe scenario represented by the front pole impact 

(Front-pole) has a lower amount of kinetic energy compared to the rear impact scenario 

(MDB-rear) which is not critical for the battery. 

 

• Despite the large amount of initial kinetic energy, compatibility simulations (in terms of 

frontal car to car crash with 40% overlap) with this concept EV do not rank among the most 

challenging scenarios simulated. 
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Figure 30: Simulation results in term of battery pack plastic strain and maximum acceleration 

recorded in the modules, comparison between the different scenarios. The initial kinetic energy 

involved in each load case is also represented. The lower figure is an expanded section of the upper 

figure. 

 

To identify worst case conditions, a methodology to simultaneously evaluate the output signals for 

all crash conditions was developed. Envelopes of the sensor outputs are plotted as seen in Figure 31. 

The pulses in the battery could be categorized to four groups: frontal, side, rear and roof crashes. It 

can be seen that the average pulse level in usual frontal impacts (red area) is higher than the pulse 

level in side impacts (orange area). The frontal pole impact was identified to be the most severe 

impact in terms of acceleration pulse and structural deformation with regard to the high voltage 

battery package. 
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Figure 31: Acceleration corridors in the battery for frontal, side, rear and roof scenarios. Worst case 

scenario (front pole impact) is represented. 

 

Front pole impact scenario 

 

The front pole impact scenario is characterized as following: 

 

• Maximum peak at 105 g 

• Time duration at 70 g (2/3 of the maximum): 3.9 ms 

 

The reason for a high acceleration is that the pole only met the bumper (marked in blue in Figure 32) 

as crashworthiness structure before impacting directly the firewall and the battery behind. No 

significant energy was dissipated by the vehicle in this process. This can be attributed to the lack of 

frontal pole impact test requirements and the modification of the ICE vehicle into an electric vehicle. 

In its original configuration, the pole would have struck the drivetrain, mitigating the deep intrusion 

by the pole. 

 

 
Figure 32: Front pole impact with 50 km/h. This scenario was found to be most severe for the 

battery in terms of maximum forces in cells and maximum accelerations in the modules. 
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Undercarriage impact 

 

Undercarriage simulations showed that the vulnerability of a floor battery placement can result in 

very high loads inside the battery depending on the impact size, shape and speed. Due to time and 

practical reasons constructing the undercarriage impact barrier, this type of crash was not tested 

experimentally. However such undercarriage impact is assessed as critical, especially for vehicle 

concepts without sufficient protective structures in front of the battery pack. The characterization of 

the road debris (size, stiffness) and the definition of the scenario conditions are difficult parts of the 

stated research and a parametric study involving a variation of the ground clearance, of the impact 

velocity and of the debris type clearly needs further investigation. 

 

Traffic jam 

 

The maximum acceleration peak recorded in the B-pillar-left for this simulation is of 34 g which is far 

under the maximum peak recorded in the BMW i3 test, see Section 5.3. One can conclude that the 

whole structure of the i3 including the battery is much stiffer than the Yaris model used in 

simulations. 

 

Compatibility issues 

 

To address the compatibility issues between conventional and electric vehicles, impact simulations 

involving a Volvo C30
16

 (1GEV) and the Toyota Yaris (ICE model) have been performed. Forces 

observed in frontal, rear and side crash simulations were compared and assessed:  

 

• The frontal impact was a car-to-car crash between the C30 and the Yaris at 40% horizontal 

overlap with each car at 56 km/h initial velocity. This configuration is supposed to be 

equivalent to the Euro NCAP frontal ODB test at 64 km/h [17].In this load case, the 

passenger compartment of the Yaris was clearly lower than that of the C30, resulting in a-

pillar collapse of the Yaris. The C30 showed good structure integrity for both the occupant 

cabin and the battery pack. There were no signs of damage to the battery cells. However, it 

should also be noted that the vehicles have different safety maturities with the Yaris 

representing an older design state-of-the-art. Performance differences are not directly 

attributable to electric drivetrain or battery structures 

• In the rear crash, a 1,390 kg moving deformable barrier struck the C30 at 88 km/h with 70% 

horizontal overlap. Although there was obviously substantial structural deformation to the 

rear structure, there were no significant deformations to the tunnel-placed battery pack. 

• The side crashes were a Euro NCAP pole (29 km/h) and a side crash where the C30 was 

struck by the Yaris at 50 km/h. In these load cases, no significant deformations to the battery 

pack could be observed. 

The results of vehicle-vehicle impacts indicate that there is no particular compatibility issue that is 

introduced by the traction battery. Conventional compatibility design approaches still hold and no 

new research is warranted.  

 

4.4 Discussion 

The simulations performed in EVERSAFE constitute a comprehensive overview of standardized as 

well as non-standardized crash load cases that cover a wide spectrum of accident scenarios 

                                                           
16

 The Volvo C30 (C30) simulation model was made available for the project to perform these simulations. 
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addressing both cell and full vehicle performance. Although simulations were done with a 1GEV, 

these results give general guidance towards scenarios that are most challenging to battery packs 

placed centrally in the tunnel. The results from this task were used to support the development of 

general recommendations in the project. For alternative battery pack placements, similar studies 

may need to be performed before such recommendations can be made, as the severity of a given 

load case may strongly differ, depending on the vehicle concept, Figure 33. 

 

 
Figure 33: Results about the most critical scenario might strongly differ depending on the battery 

placement (green). 

 

The planned iterative crash optimization of a 2GEV originally planned was not possible within the 

time frame of the project. The conclusions drawn from crash simulations on the modified 1GEV 

(Yaris) must be made carefully as the new model is no longer a true production vehicle and there is 

no validation proof for its performance. However, it is a useful surrogate until such 2GEV models can 

be made available to research projects.  

 

Some of the load cases investigated are intended to provoke direct damage to the battery and may 

not represent practical design conditions. These new cases are presented to identify vulnerabilities 

with EVs and initiate plans for further research. 

 

The severity assessment method developed for the battery pack (Section 4.3.4) allows for the 

comparison of crash severity among many different accident scenarios. However, it remains to be 

confirmed if the maximum acceleration in the battery pack is a suitable criterion to assess about the 

crash severity. Concerning the robustness of the battery during acceleration tests, it could be argued 

that every cell on the market can overcome an acceleration peak of 150 g during 6 ms as it is 

required by UNECE transport regulations. However, these tests are performed with unloaded cells 

and the behaviour of loaded cells under such accelerations should be investigated.  

 

Some reported cases of vehicle fires in tests (e.g., in [6]) were mainly due to cable or surrounding 

electronic component failures. Such a level of detail has not been reached in the Yaris 1GEV model 

but should be an area of concern for further studies. 

 

The Toyota Yaris Sedan was not designed specifically as a platform for electric vehicles, hence 

caution should be taken to interpret the simulation results. One example is the worst case with the 

frontal pole impact. A view of the front structure deformation between the Yaris model and the C30 

1GEV model for this type of crash highlights how design has an important effect on intrusion, see 

Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: Comparison in front pole impact between VCC C30 at 48 km/h (bottom) and Toyota Yaris 

1GEV at the same velocity (top). 

 

Substantially less intrusion is to be seen on the C30 (bottom half of image). The steering components 

are not even impacted, in contrast to the Toyota Yaris (see front wheels orientation). The Yaris 

model could be considered as a worst case in comparison with optimized 1GEVs models. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

The following conclusions regarding the crash safety of a 1GEV (with tunnel battery model) electric 

vehicle can be made based on the simulations performed in the EVERSAFE project: 

 

On cell level: 

• The modelling of the cell allowed a better understanding of the different failure steps and 

the definition of a short-circuit criterion. The differences in test results, presented in Section 

5.1, between the SAE J2464 penetration test and its variant (wider penetration) could be 

explained. 

On battery/vehicle level: 

• Simulations based on current crash test regulations constituted a basis to compare with non-

typical load cases and evaluate their severity.  

• It was possible to identify precisely the part of the battery which was damaged most. 

• For all simulated crash scenarios, no case led to intrusion into the battery.  

• The worst case was identified as the front pole impact, where the maximum acceleration has 

reached 105 g in the front module and 70 g (2/3 of the maximum) during 3.9 ms. 

• Non-standard undercarriage impact simulations have been performed which indicated 

severe loading to the HV battery and thus, would require further research. 

• The amount of initial kinetic energy in the crash scenario does not directly correlate with the 

pulse severity in the battery. 

As a consequence of the simulation work performed, recommendations are summarised in Table 12. 
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Table 12: Recommendations based on the simulation work and other familiar studies 

Field Aim Recommendation or further investigations 

Further 

research 

fields 

Battery tests Investigate the influence of dynamic mechanical loading on cells 

(higher velocities than 10 m/s). 

Investigate the influence of high deceleration on battery cells, 

modules and packs. 

Car crash tests Front pole impact was found as the most challenging test for the 

tunnel batteries. Thus, this scenario should be considered primarily in 

future activities dealing with such vehicle concepts.  

Cell modelling 

for simulations 

Consider the modelling of the interlayers (graphite, Lithium, 

electrolyte) in the cell to take interlayer frictions into account. 

Pack 

modelling for 

simulations 

Consider the modelling of surrounding electric components, cables 

and if possible liquids in the battery pack, as they can play an 

important role in the start of a short-circuit. 

Car / 

battery 

design 

Front pole 

impact 

Optimize the front structures (when there is no combustion engine) to 

build energy absorbing structures especially for pole intrusion 

between frame rails. 

Undercarriage 

impact 

Use of the front shield. 

Reinforce the protective structure of the pack. 

Battery 

placement 

Floor placement is advantageous as it is wide for a large battery and 

improves the dynamic behaviour of the car. 

Battery design Better protected liquid cooling system inside the battery or use a non-

liquid cooling system. A rupture of the coolant system could cause 

short-circuit with surrounding electric components. 

Standards Nail 

penetration 

tests 

No penetration of the cells as described in the standard procedure 

was observed in the full vehicle simulation, but local pressures on the 

modules were noticed. Consider other abuse tests on cell level that 

include tests with local pressure, as they are more challenging for the 

cells and are supposed to be more likely to occur in real crash. 
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5. TESTING ACTIVITIES 

The testing activities in EVERSAFE can be divided into component, battery cell level testing and full 

scale vehicle crash testing. An investigation of battery cell behaviour was conducted through 

mechanical damage testing to the cells and some limited electrical abuse test. Material 

characterization tests were also conducted to facilitate numerical modelling of the battery within 

the project. 

 

Two crash tests with electric vehicles within the EVERSAFE project were conducted. The first vehicle 

was a selected by both Work Package 2 and 3 partners and was used for WP2 driver performance 

testing and WP 3 crash tests. A Mitsubishi i-MiEV, a 1GEV was selected as the first vehicle while the 

second vehicle was a 2GEV (BMW i3) only used in WP3. There were two overall objectives for both 

crash tests. On the one hand the tests should differ from standard test configurations to study other 

realistic impact conditions that are challenging the high voltage battery system and, on the other 

hand, safe handling procedures for rescue services that could be studied directly after the tests. 

5.1 Component Tests 

Two different test facilities conducted the component tests. The Li-ion pouch cells investigated in 

the project were subjected to a series of nail penetration, shear, and external short circuit tests. 

Overall, 19 cells were tested. The cell description is provided in Table 13. 

 

Table 13: Characteristics of tested Li-ion cells 

Cathode NMC/LMO 

Size 165 x 227 x 5.27 mm (w/o tabs) 

Capacity 15 Ah (1C, 25 °C) 

Energy 57 Wh (1C, 25 °C) 

Nominal Voltage at 50 % SOC 3.75 V 

Internal Resistance 3.0 mΩ (50% SOC, 25 °C) 

Discharge Power 1000 W (10s, 5C pulse, 50% SOC, 25 °C) 

 

A value for the end-of-charge voltage was not given. This information is important to obtain a 100 % 

state of charge (SOC) for the test cells. As a rule of thumb: the higher the SOC the more reactive is 

the battery cell. Therefore, as a worst case scenario, cells should be tested at 100 % SOC. To ensure a 

SOC of 100 % cells were charged to an end-of-charge voltage of 4.0 and 4.2, respectively. 

 

Nail penetration is part of the standard tests being conducted on cells but the nail penetration test 

setup differed between the two test institutes. Details of the different facilities are given in Table 14. 

Facility 1 used nails that had penetrations limited by the fixture back plate and did not fully 

penetrate the cell as specified in the standard procedures while facility 2 had a nail penetrator that 

passed through a hole in the back plate allowing full penetration. The first case test can be 

considered more of a localized crush test.  

 

The facility 2 penetration tests had a metallic nail to promote internal short circuits while facility 1 

had non-conducting pin. An example of a test is shown in Figure 35. 

 

Table 14: Nail Test Facility Description 

 Test facility 1 Test facility 2 

Nail material Rounded-edge non-metallic spin tapered conductive metallic nail 
1)

 

Diameter of nail  3 mm
1)
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Fixture speed 1.5 mm/sec

Orientation of nail at right angle to cell surface

Picture of nail/spin 

1)
 According to regulation SAE J2464 for the nail penetration test on cell level

 

Figure 35: Pressure vessel setup after nail p

penetration with tapered metallic nail (right)

 

Both institutes applied a new abuse test, a shear 

knives. The shear tests also differed

for the pouch cell, whereas the pouch cell had no support structure at 

The test apparatus is described in 

and Figure 37 shows the resulting damage to the cell in a shear test.

 

Table 15: Test conditions for shear test:

 Test facility 1

Knife material tapered conductive 

Speed 1.5 mm/sec

Orientation of knife at right angle to cell surface

 

Figure 36: Pressure vessel before shear test (Test facility 2

with tapered metallic knife (right)
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1.5 mm/sec 8 cm/sec
1)

 

at right angle to cell surface at right angle to cell surface

 
According to regulation SAE J2464 for the nail penetration test on cell level 

: Pressure vessel setup after nail penetration test (Test facility 2) (left); pouch cell after nail 

penetration with tapered metallic nail (right) 

institutes applied a new abuse test, a shear test, which cleanly sliced the cells with metallic 

The shear tests also differed slightly between the test facilities. One lab used a support plate 

for the pouch cell, whereas the pouch cell had no support structure at the cut edge at the other lab.

described in Table 15. Figure 36 illustrates the test apparatus

shows the resulting damage to the cell in a shear test. 

shear test: 

Test facility 1 Test facility 2 

tapered conductive metallic knife tapered conductive metallic knife

1.5 mm/sec 8 cm/sec
1)

 

at right angle to cell surface at right angle to cell surface

fore shear test (Test facility 2) (left); shear test setup before shear test 

with tapered metallic knife (right) 

 

at right angle to cell surface 

 

 
) (left); pouch cell after nail 

ced the cells with metallic 

ne lab used a support plate 

cut edge at the other lab. 

illustrates the test apparatus at test facility 2 

 

tapered conductive metallic knife 

at right angle to cell surface 

 
left); shear test setup before shear test 
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Figure 37: Pouch cell after shear test top

 

External short circuit and overloading test

behaviour of test cells only. 

 

For temperature measurement at cell surface

tests, chemical analysis was possible using a special

36. A unique setup is the combination of pressure vessel 

analytical tool like a Fourier-Transformation Infrared spectrometer (FT

allows detection of emitted gases as a function of time during

compounds can be monitored simultaneously

 

In general the tested pouch cells were quite resistant to the abuse. Only 1 of 19 cell

thermal events. One cell was provoked by an overloading of the cell, after an external short circuit 

before testing and showed no negative effect on cell integrity.

tests on cell level. 

 

Table 16: Overview on kind of tests, cell potentials and number of tests applied on pouch cells 

Kind of test No. of cel

Shear test 2 + 3 

Nail penetration 3 + 3 

External shortcut 4 

Overcharge 1 

 

Shear tests gave comparable results between both labs.

according to different types of nail

significant cell swelling although there were traces of toxic substances. Temperatures did not exceed 

60 °C. However, facility 1 nail penetration tests produced some cell swelling 

observed (see Figure 38) where temperatures up to 300

was made of plastic and could expand

compared to the full nail penetration of the cell at facility 2 (

tests shows that a clean penetration 

reaction of the cell (test performed at facility 2), whereas an intrusion with a wider object leads to a 

local compression and an internal

on nail type used are given in Section

and the robustness of these tests. Eve
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: Pouch cell after shear test top-view (left); side-view of cut edge (right)

and overloading tests were performed at facility 2 to 

or temperature measurement at cell surface, two type “K” thermocouple were used.

tests, chemical analysis was possible using a special pressure vessel as shown in 

A unique setup is the combination of pressure vessel type device and a

Transformation Infrared spectrometer (FT-IR) at facility 2

ases as a function of time during an abuse test. Up to 50 gaseous 

compounds can be monitored simultaneously with a time resolution of a few seconds. 

In general the tested pouch cells were quite resistant to the abuse. Only 1 of 19 cell

One cell was provoked by an overloading of the cell, after an external short circuit 

testing and showed no negative effect on cell integrity. Table 16 summarises the performed 

: Overview on kind of tests, cell potentials and number of tests applied on pouch cells 

of cells Cell Potential (V) Comments 

4.12 and 4.0   

4.12 and 4.0 / 4.2   

4.0 / 4.2 Last cell at 4.2 V was

4.2 Directly after external shortcut with 

cell fixed / Worst case

hear tests gave comparable results between both labs. Results of nail penetration tests differ 

nail, see Section 4.2.3. None of the facility 2 nail tests produced any 

significant cell swelling although there were traces of toxic substances. Temperatures did not exceed 

, facility 1 nail penetration tests produced some cell swelling and

) where temperatures up to 300 °C were recorded. The nail used at facility 1 

made of plastic and could expand during the test, resulting in a local compression of the cell 

compared to the full nail penetration of the cell at facility 2 (Figure 35). The comparison of these 

tests shows that a clean penetration with a thin metallic, electrical conducting nail doesn’t lead to a 

reaction of the cell (test performed at facility 2), whereas an intrusion with a wider object leads to a 

n internal short-circuit. Detailed reasons for different test

Section 4.2.3. Therefore, a special area of concern is the reproducibility 

and the robustness of these tests. Even though the different types of abuse tests were reproducible 

 

 
view of cut edge (right) 

to demonstrate safety 

two type “K” thermocouple were used. For some 

pressure vessel as shown in Figure 35 and Figure 

device and a directly coupled 

facility 2. This setup 

an abuse test. Up to 50 gaseous 

with a time resolution of a few seconds.  

In general the tested pouch cells were quite resistant to the abuse. Only 1 of 19 cell tests resulted in 

One cell was provoked by an overloading of the cell, after an external short circuit 

summarises the performed 

: Overview on kind of tests, cell potentials and number of tests applied on pouch cells  

was fixed. 

Directly after external shortcut with 

ell fixed / Worst case 

Results of nail penetration tests differ 

None of the facility 2 nail tests produced any 

significant cell swelling although there were traces of toxic substances. Temperatures did not exceed 

and thermal activity was 

°C were recorded. The nail used at facility 1 

cal compression of the cell 

). The comparison of these 

conducting nail doesn’t lead to a 

reaction of the cell (test performed at facility 2), whereas an intrusion with a wider object leads to a 

easons for different test results depending 

Therefore, a special area of concern is the reproducibility 

n though the different types of abuse tests were reproducible 
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under given test conditions at a test facility, the results might strongly differ between the test 

facilities due to (small) differences of the test conditions and 

area intrusion of an object into battery cells)

all details of test conditions in mind.

 

Beyond the scope of the EVERSAFE

and overcharge of cells. External 

the pouch cell, resulting in an inflating of the pouch like a balloon, but 

the temperature decreases, swelling 

with wrinkles. Even a pouch cell rigidly held to the fixture by covering with non

shows no bursting after inflating due to external 

leads to a thermal runaway with fire. It has to be pointed out that these tests 

of the project and should be referred to demonstrate the high safety level of the device under test.

Figure 38: Cell after a test resulting in thermal activity

 

As summarized above, no cell degradation was observed 

penetration tests. Application of an 

quantities of electrolyte from the cell as a function of time

emitted gaseous electrolyte compounds were higher in case of shear test compared to nail 

penetration test due to the higher area of uncovered cell inner. As a consequence of the “wounde

cell, the salt compound LiPF6 leaks from the cell and reacts with moisture. Thus, t

compounds like HF were found by FT

 

During external short circuit tests no emission of gaseous compounds could be monitored as the 

pouch bag withstands the internal pressure without opening

test lead to a thermal runaway and the emitted gases start to burn. In this case 

fumes and other toxic gases were released and 

overloaded and spectra results could not be exploited.

 

Up to now, the results of cell test are still a point of debate within in the scientific community. Cell 

tests are conducted with one cell in an enclosed volume. One cell may

maybe not the whole battery pack 

involved. The emitted gas is vented into a volume of a relevant crash scenario

be the venting of the gas into the passenger compartment (with windows still unbroken), because 

this is the lowest volume to be assume

in the battery housing for some time after the crash and 

intended holes to the atmosphere. Therefore, relative high readings in a small vessel test volume 

have to be transformed to the assumed (volume) scenario.

is also highly reactive and released HF may disappear very fast from the gas phase due to reaction 

with the battery housing surface, whereas, CO is less reactive but has also a high impact on health at 
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under given test conditions at a test facility, the results might strongly differ between the test 

facilities due to (small) differences of the test conditions and test scenarios applied (sharp 

area intrusion of an object into battery cells). To compare different test results it is essential to keep 

all details of test conditions in mind. 

VERSAFE project, pouch cells were also tested for external 

and overcharge of cells. External short circuit of cells leads to a tremendous evolution of gas inside 

resulting in an inflating of the pouch like a balloon, but did not lead to

swelling is reduced and the pouch returns to its original 

pouch cell rigidly held to the fixture by covering with non

shows no bursting after inflating due to external short circuit. A consecutive over

leads to a thermal runaway with fire. It has to be pointed out that these tests are 

should be referred to demonstrate the high safety level of the device under test.

 

 
after a test resulting in thermal activity 

, no cell degradation was observed at test facility 2 a

Application of an online-coupled FT-IR system shows the 

from the cell as a function of time. Understandably, concentration

emitted gaseous electrolyte compounds were higher in case of shear test compared to nail 

penetration test due to the higher area of uncovered cell inner. As a consequence of the “wounde

leaks from the cell and reacts with moisture. Thus, t

by FT-IR analysis. 

tests no emission of gaseous compounds could be monitored as the 

ithstands the internal pressure without opening/venting. A consecutive overcharging 

to a thermal runaway and the emitted gases start to burn. In this case very high amounts of 

fumes and other toxic gases were released and the FT-IR system (at this stage of expansion) 

could not be exploited. 

the results of cell test are still a point of debate within in the scientific community. Cell 

are conducted with one cell in an enclosed volume. One cell may affect other cells as well, but 

maybe not the whole battery pack and opens a discussion on the number of cells 

involved. The emitted gas is vented into a volume of a relevant crash scenario. The w

o the passenger compartment (with windows still unbroken), because 

assumed for human exposure. It is more likely that the gas mass stays 

the battery housing for some time after the crash and is released slowly through intended or non

intended holes to the atmosphere. Therefore, relative high readings in a small vessel test volume 

have to be transformed to the assumed (volume) scenario. Moreover, the highly toxic compound HF 

leased HF may disappear very fast from the gas phase due to reaction 

with the battery housing surface, whereas, CO is less reactive but has also a high impact on health at 

 

under given test conditions at a test facility, the results might strongly differ between the test 

test scenarios applied (sharp vs. large-

. To compare different test results it is essential to keep 

project, pouch cells were also tested for external short circuit 

of cells leads to a tremendous evolution of gas inside 

did not lead to bursting. After 

is reduced and the pouch returns to its original flat profile but 

pouch cell rigidly held to the fixture by covering with non-flammable material 

. A consecutive overcharge with 5 V 

are beyond the scope 

should be referred to demonstrate the high safety level of the device under test. 

test facility 2 after shear and nail 

IR system shows the release of small 

Understandably, concentrations of 

emitted gaseous electrolyte compounds were higher in case of shear test compared to nail 

penetration test due to the higher area of uncovered cell inner. As a consequence of the “wounded” 

leaks from the cell and reacts with moisture. Thus, traces of toxic 

tests no emission of gaseous compounds could be monitored as the 

secutive overcharging 

very high amounts of 

stage of expansion) was 

the results of cell test are still a point of debate within in the scientific community. Cell 

affect other cells as well, but 

number of cells that could be 

. The worst case would 

o the passenger compartment (with windows still unbroken), because 

kely that the gas mass stays 

slowly through intended or non-

intended holes to the atmosphere. Therefore, relative high readings in a small vessel test volume 

Moreover, the highly toxic compound HF 

leased HF may disappear very fast from the gas phase due to reaction 

with the battery housing surface, whereas, CO is less reactive but has also a high impact on health at 
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low concentrations. Nevertheless, knowledge of the type of gases emitted and their approximate 

concentration (in a given enclosure) can be applied to the development of early warning sensors for 

car passengers, first-aider and rescue workers. 

 

5.2 Crash test with Mitsubishi i-MiEV – Side pole impact 

The aims of this crash test can be summarized to the following: 

• Investigate behaviour of the HV-system during/after the test in non-standard crash 

configuration 

• Analyze protective structures of HV-battery 

• Identify indicators for detection of hazards  

• Evaluate existing post-crash safe handling procedures  

 

This section summarizes the conducted test. Additional photos and measurements can be seen in 

Appendix B.1. 

 

5.2.1 Basic information about the vehicle 

The Mitsubishi i-MiEV is a full electric vehicle with a lithium-ion battery (330 V, 88 Li-ion cells, 

16 kWh) that is located beneath both seat rows. Figure 39 illustrates the construction of this car. 

Further, it has two charging devices in the rear, a service-disconnect device beneath the driver seat 

and power electronics in the rear. 

 

 
Figure 39: High-Voltage Component Layout (left, source: 2012 i-MiEV Dismantling Guide, June 2013) 

and scheme of the Mitsubishi i-MiEV (right, source: Rescue data sheet Mitsubishi) 

 

The high-voltage battery itself is an independent system that is galvanically isolated from the vehicle 

chassis. It contains of 22 combined modules each containing 4 prismatic lithium ion cells. The cooling 

of the battery (mainly towards the battery management system inside) is realized by air that is 

sucked from the back part of the HV battery (small motor installed in battery plastic lid) from the 

front part of the vehicle. High-voltage wiring exit from on the front, left and right side of the battery. 

Further, two metal coolant canals are guided along the longitudinal vehicle axis between the vehicle 

frame and the high voltage battery which lead the liquid coolant from the front part of the vehicle to 

the power electronics in the rear. 
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5.2.2 Test configuration and preparation

As the test configuration, a side impact was chosen. 

and with a stationary i-MiEV (but not braked) 

Figure 40: Scheme of test configuration 

 

The trolley’s crash speed of 35

configuration with its boundary conditions itself (e.g. friction between resulting lateral moving 

vehicle tires and asphalt of proving ground

Euro NCAP pole impact test, according to calculations based on simplif

was mounted centrally in the front of the crash barrier

the right vehicle side shortly beh

Crash barrier with pole impactor:

As a crash opponent, the standard crash test barrier according to FMVSS 214/301 has been used

combination with a frontal pole impactor (

Euro NCAP: 254 mm +-3 mm) and an 

to an entire mass of 2,051 kg, see 

 

Figure 41: Crash barrier with frontal pole impactor (total mass 
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and preparation 

side impact was chosen. It was a 90 degree side impact with a rigid pole 

but not braked) and a moving crash barrier (trolley)

 

: Scheme of test configuration side pole impact Mitsubishi i-MiEV 

of 35 km/h, in combination with its mass (2,051kg) and the crash 

with its boundary conditions itself (e.g. friction between resulting lateral moving 

vehicle tires and asphalt of proving ground), corresponds roughly to the energy amount released in a

Euro NCAP pole impact test, according to calculations based on simplified physical 

centrally in the front of the crash barrier (see Figure 41) which struck the back door on 

the right vehicle side shortly behind the car’s b-pillar, see Figure 40.  

Crash barrier with pole impactor: 

the standard crash test barrier according to FMVSS 214/301 has been used

combination with a frontal pole impactor (BASt design; pole diameter according to requ

mm) and an corresponding counterweight close to the rear axle which led 

kg, see Figure 40. 

: Crash barrier with frontal pole impactor (total mass was 2,051 kg) 

 

side impact with a rigid pole 

(trolley), see Figure 40.  

mass (2,051kg) and the crash 

with its boundary conditions itself (e.g. friction between resulting lateral moving 

the energy amount released in a 

ied physical models. The pole 

which struck the back door on 

the standard crash test barrier according to FMVSS 214/301 has been used in 

design; pole diameter according to requirements by 

counterweight close to the rear axle which led 
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Extensive safety considerations were needed and finally ensured by a hazard analysis and 

corresponding company rulings and operation instruction, to guarantee no hazards towards people 

or goods involved in the crash test. Basic principles included that electrically qualified persons had to 

watch and ensure the electrical safety after the crash whereby fire fighters had to ensure the overall 

safety regarding thermal HV battery developments and evidence for smoke, fire and potential 

hazardous liquid and gaseous releases. 

 

5.2.3 Measurement equipment 

Technical preparations of the crash test included 3d coordinate measurements of important vehicle 

parts and the instalment of equipment to measure various low- and high-voltage electrical signals, 

temperature in- and outside of the HV battery and chemical hazards potentially released by the HV 

battery. An overview of the measurements performed is given in Table 17. 

Table 17: Overview of electrical, mechanical, thermal and chemical measurements (simplified) 

Kind of measurement Description 

Electrical Crash signals (seatbelt pretensioner, airbags) 

12V-battery signal 

High voltage in HV system (inside HV battery) 

High voltage in HV system (outside HV battery) 

Mechanical Accelerometers on HV battery ground 

Accelerometers on HV components 

Accelerometers on a and b pillars 

Thermal Inside HV battery 

Inside vehicle (as reference) 

Chemical Hydrocarbons 

Hydrogen fluoride 

 

With respect to measurements in the high- and low-voltage systems, different wirings and 

connectors have been installed that were outside the expected intrusion area due to the crash. HV 

measurements were conducted before and after the main contacts whereby the voltage and current 

during and after test were measured. An additional permanent high-voltage connection was 

installed inside the HV battery to be able to measure the voltage at all the times (‘hot wire’) and thus 

also weeks after the test date (a fuse ensured safety against short circuits that might occur due to 

this additional system intervention). In addition, a permanent insulation resistance measurement 

ensured the safety for the people involved in the test. 

PT-100 sensors have been placed inside the HV battery and in the vehicle’s compartment to detect 

rapid temperature changes, if any. In addition, infrared (IR) measurements (IR camera) outside the 

battery were used to complement the measurements and test the practical usefulness for e.g. fire 

fighters with respect to electric vehicles. Finally, a long-term temperature and video observation 

(one photo each second) for the vehicle was prepared for a time period of up to three weeks after 

the crash. 

The high-voltage battery of the i-MiEV consists of 88 Li-ion cells (hardcase cell GS Yuasa) which 

contain Lithiumhexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) as electrolyte that is dissolved in organic solvents: 

dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diethyl carbonate (DEC) and ethylene carbonate (EC). To observe the 

potential release of these substances, for type and quantity, gas analysis during and after the test 

with stationary and mobile detection systems was performed. One of the most dangerous 
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substances is hydrogen fluoride (HF) which could emerge by combination of the electrolyte LiPF6 and 

air humidity/water under certain circumstances (with interim stage hydrogen). 

The devices used for the detection of various gas compounds comprised sophisticated scientific 

measurement equipment (Fourier-Transformation-Infrared-Spectrometer, FT-IR) and mobile 

detection systems (e.g. MSA Auer Altair 4X or Dräger X-am 5100) as used by German fire brigades. 

 
Figure 42: Evaluation of gas compounds with the FT-IR (left) and the mobile gas detection device 

MSA Auer Altair 4X 

 

The high-voltage battery was dismantled from the vehicle to be opened for the installation of  

measurement equipment close to the area of expected intrusion. The procedures according to the 

official dismantling guide from Mitsubishi (2012 i-MiEV Dismantling Guide, June 2013, Mitsubishi 

Motors North America, Inc.) were considered and the undercover was removed from the car, see 

Figure 43. It can be seen that the high-voltage battery is integrated between the vehicle’s extended 

longitudinal beams (crash structures) and protected from the left and the right side by a second sill 

structure. Further, the figure shows the issuing HV wirings on the front as well as on the mid-left and 

mid-right side of the HV battery.  

When removing the HV battery fully from the vehicle, the air cooling system in the plastic battery’s 

lid and the two metal coolant canals (supply line for the power electronics in the rear) were exposed, 

see Figure 44. 
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Figure 43: View from below to the Mitsubishi i-MiEV with removed undercover 

 

 
Figure 44: View on the plastic lid of the Mitsubishi i-MiEV HV battery and its integrated air cooling 

system (left) and view from below to the vehicle showing the position of the metal coolant canals 

(supply line for the power electronics in the rear) and the vehicle’s underfloor structure (right) 

 

Figure 45 shows the HV battery without the upper coverage in the original state (left) and with 

installed electrical measurements and thermal sensors. 
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Figure 45: High-voltage battery of the Mitsubishi i-MiEV (cells in yellow; before (left) and after (right) 

instalment of electrical measurements and thermal sensors) 

 

After the crash-safe installation of all temperature sensors, the PTFE hose for gas analysis as well as 

the permanent high-voltage connection (‘hot wire’), the battery’s lid was re-installed and wiring 

have been guided through the opening, designated for the service plug, upwards to the inner 

passenger compartment, see Figure 46. 

 
Figure 46: Guidance of wirings after the installation of all sensors into the HV battery through the 

opening designated for the service plug to the passenger compartment in the Mitsubishi i-MiEV 

 

Further high-voltage measurement wiring have been installed on the connectors on the left side of 

the HV battery and have been guided through an opening into the trunk and finally to the passenger 

compartment, see light orange wirings in Figure 47. 
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Figure 47: Prepared underfloor of the Mitsubishi with HV wiring bundle (from connectors on the left 

battery’s side to the trunk) and accelerometers stuck on the HV battery’s bottom

 

The passenger compartment was also

cushion and plastic interior parts close to the impact / intrusion area ha

provide free view for the installed high

the measurement devices in this area

equivalent resistor). 

Figure 48: View inside the prepared passenger compartment of the Mitsubishi i
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: Prepared underfloor of the Mitsubishi with HV wiring bundle (from connectors on the left 

battery’s side to the trunk) and accelerometers stuck on the HV battery’s bottom

was also modified for the test, see Figure 48. The

cushion and plastic interior parts close to the impact / intrusion area have been removed in order to 

free view for the installed high-speed camera. The driver’s seat was also 

easurement devices in this area and the side-curtain airbag was deactivated (replaced by an 

: View inside the prepared passenger compartment of the Mitsubishi i-MiEV

 

 
: Prepared underfloor of the Mitsubishi with HV wiring bundle (from connectors on the left 

battery’s side to the trunk) and accelerometers stuck on the HV battery’s bottom 

The rear bench seat 

ve been removed in order to 

also removed to place 

ivated (replaced by an 

 

MiEV 
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5.2.4 Test Procedure and Vehicle Details 

A pole side impact test was conducted with the vehicle under test, the Mitsubishi i-MiEV. It was 

considered to represent a severe traffic crash situation similar to the equivalent Euro NCAP pole test 

(in terms of the induced amount of energy and the pole diameter). The chosen pole impact location, 

passenger side, slightly behind the b-pillar, was deemed to be a structural weak point with regard to 

the high-voltage battery and the HV wiring protective structures, see Figure 49. The test was 

attended by the fire brigade of Bergisch Gladbach which used updated rescue procedures. 

 

The test was conducted at BASt facilities on 3
rd

 of April 2014. The following settings/preparations 

were recorded with regard to the test car Mitsubishi i-MiEV: 

� No error messages 

� HV system in “ready” mode 

� Gearstick on “N” (idle state), Parking brake released 

� Nearly full HV battery load (89% of SOC, read from on-board diagnosis device) 

� Test weight: 1,123 kg 

� Height of wheel cases (clockwise starting front-left):  

� Draining of liquids to lowest required levels 

� Removal of driver seat to have space for measurement equipment and deactivation of side-

curtain airbag (replaced by according ohmic resistor) 

� Removal of HV battery underfloor coverage 

� Removal of interior panelling in the area of expected intrusion  

� Seatbelts for driver and co-driver plugged in 

� Window panes opened 

� Doors not locked 

� Co-driver seat in middle position  

 

 
Figure 49: Pole impact location at the Mitsubishi i-MiEV (co-driver side, shortly behind the b-pillar) 
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The final crash position of the Mitsubishi i-MiEV and the envisaged impact location of the crash 

trolley can be seen in Figure 50. 

 

 
Figure 50: Crash positions of the Mitsubishi i-MiEV and the crash trolley with frontal pole 

 

5.2.5 Observations and Test results 

Shortly after the crash, the high voltage system dropped down automatically and no hazardous 

events were detected (no temperature increase, no release of toxic / flammable gases or liquids). 

Some bruises of HV cables could be seen without having negative consequences. There were no 

obvious damage to the HV battery. 

 

Figure 51: Scene after the conducted pole side impact crash test with the Mitsubishi i-MiEV (left) and 

view on bruised HV cables (right) in the area of the impact 

 

Electrical measurement results: 

 

The side airbags activated 15 ms after the pole impact to the vehicle (t0). The start time point of a 

significant reduction of the voltage in the high-voltage net of the Mitsubishi i-MiEV could be 

determined at 280 ms after t0. This high-voltage fell and dropped below 60 V level at 1,180 ms after 

t0 with ongoing declining voltage. These measurements were summarized in Figure 52. 
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Figure 52: Airbag high-voltage system voltage for the Mitsubishi i-MiEV 

 

Thermal measurement results: 

 

The temperature inside the HV battery remained constant during and after the test and only 

fluctuated in accordance to the surrounding temperature. 

Chemical measurement results: 

 

The sampling of chemical substances was started directly after the crash test close to the vehicle and 

via a polytetrafluoroethylene hose directly from the inner air volume of the high-voltage battery.  

No sign of organic carbonates (dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diethyl carbonate (DEC), ethylene 

carbonate (EC) were observed after the crash test. Further, except from baseline noise, no distinct 

signals for fluorinated compounds were observed after the crash. 

 
Figure 53: Chemical measurements after the pole side impact crash with the Mitsubishi i-MiEV 

outside the vehicle and inside the HV battery via a polytetrafluoroethylene hose 
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5.2.6 Discussion 

The main battery requirement from vehicle safety regulations was that the high-voltage outside the 

HV battery should drop down quickly (below 60 V) in a crash and this situation was fulfilled. There 

was no evidence of any danger after the test that could be hazardous to occupants or rescue teams, 

neither with regard to electrical, thermal, nor chemical hazards. However, it could not be shown 

how effects further handling of this crashed vehicle might have (e.g. due to pulling, cutting or 

distorting the vehicle) during recovery operations.  

 

There was no obvious damage to the HV battery. Some bruises of HV cables could be seen without 

resulting in negative consequences. It is believed that this small level of damage goes along with the 

ability of the HV battery to elude the impact energy by an entirely lateral movement (in a limited 

range) to the non-struck side due to its overall stiff casing and constructive measures taken 

(mounting of the battery within the chassis). 

 

5.3 Crash test with BMW i3 – Rear and frontal impact 

The aims of this crash test can be summarized to: 

• Investigate behaviour of the HV-system during/after the test in non-standard crash 

configuration 

• Analyze protective structures of HV-battery 

• Identify indicators for detection of hazards  

• Evaluate existing and updated post-crash safe handling procedures 

 

This section summarizes the conducted test. Additional photos and measurements can be seen in 

Appendix B.2. 

 

5.3.1 Basic information about the vehicle 

The BMW i3 is a full electric vehicle with a lithium-ion battery (380 V, 96 Li-ion cells, 21.6 kWh 

thereof 18.8 kWh usable) that is located beneath both seat rows. Figure 54 illustrates the 

construction of this car. Further, it has one charging device in the rear, a service-disconnect device 

(executed as 12 V cutting line) in the car’s front part and power electronics in the rear. Another 

peculiarity of the BMW i3 is that carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFK) is primarily used as chassis 

material. However, the material used for front and rear crash structures are steel and aluminium. 

 

The high-voltage battery itself is an independent system that is galvanically isolated from the vehicle 

chassis. It contains 8 combined modules each containing 12 Li-ion cells that are placed together with 

a cooling / heating system (R1234yf: coolant circulation located on the bottom of the battery) in a 

hermetic sealed casing made predominantly with aluminium. On the left back end of the battery the 

high-voltage cables are routed from the battery interior to the power electronics as well as low volt 

connections from the battery management system. The HV battery metal coolant canals are ported 

on the right back end. 
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Figure 54: Schematic BMW i3 (source: Rescue data sheet BMW) 

 

5.3.2 Test configuration and preparation 

A crash configuration that represents both a frontal and a rear-end crash, as might occur in a traffic 

jam situation, was selected see Figure 55. 

 

 
Figure 55: Scheme of test configuration front and rear-end crash with BMW i3 

 

A stationary, braked truck (weight ~10 t) was placed 2 m in front of the stationary BMW i3 test 

vehicle. The high-voltage system was active and in driving readiness mode (with gear in Neutral). A 

crash trolley fitted with a deformable barrier (total mass of 2 t) crashed then into the rear of the test 

vehicle BMW i3. All vehicles were centred along a common longitudinal axis. The trolley had a speed 

of 80 km/h. This test configuration exceeded standard crash requirements due to the fact that 

multiple impacts to the same vehicle were conducted. 

 

A rescue dummy (provided by the local fire brigade) was placed on the driver’s seat for training 

purposes and as a cautionary measure to avoid damage due to fire to a far more expensive regular 

crash test dummy. 

 

Stationary placed truck: 

A discarded truck (weight ~10 t) was used for the crash on the one hand to represent a realistic 

scenario and on the other hand to have enough mass to ensure the overall test safety and controlled 

video documentation area due to the limited free movement of the vehicle under test. The truck’s 

rear-end crash under-run protection was modified to be very stiff (to not break easily) and brought 

into the height of the test vehicle’s front crash structures (but considering legal requirements), see 

Figure 56. The reason for that was to ensure that the test would focus on the evaluation of the test 
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vehicle’s high-voltage system crash structures and safety system instead of the truck’s rear under-

run protection system and thus also represented an idealized rear under-run system. 

 

 
Figure 56: Truck with modified rear under-run protection system 

 

Crash trolley with mobile deformable barrier: 

 

As a crash opponent, the standard crash test trolley according to FMVSS 214/301 has been used in 

combination with a mobile deformable barrier as required for the rear-end crash test in the United 

States of America. Further, the trolley was loaded with weights to achieve the test weight of 2 t. 

 

Extensive safety considerations were needed and finally ensured by a hazard analysis and 

corresponding company rulings and operation instructions, to guarantee no hazards for people and 

goods involved in the crash test. Basic principles included that qualified electricians had to supervise 

and ensure the electric safety after the crash whereby fire fighters had to ensure the overall safety 

regarding thermal HV battery developments and evidences for smoke, fire and potential hazardous 

liquid and gaseous releases. 

 

 
Figure 57: Crash trolley with mobile deformable barrier and additional weights (total mass was 2 t) 

 

5.3.3 Measurement equipment 

Technical preparations of the crash test included 3D coordinate measurements of crash-relevant 

vehicle parts (incl. the high-voltage battery casing in the vehicle’s chassis) and the instalment of 

equipment to measure various low- and high-voltage electrical signals, temperature in- and outside 
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of the HV battery and chemical hazards potentially released by the HV battery. An overview of the 

measurements performed is given in Table 18. 

Table 18: Overview of electrical, mechanical, thermal and chemical measurements (simplified) 

Kind of measurement Signals of Interest 

Electrical Crash signals (seatbelt pretensioner, airbags) 

12V-battery signal 

Crash trigger for rear and frontal impact 

High voltage in HV system (inside HV battery) 

High voltage in HV system (outside HV battery) 

Mechanical Accelerometers on HV battery ground 

Accelerometers on HV components 

Accelerometers on B pillars 

Thermal Temperature inside HV battery 

Temperature inside vehicle (as reference) 

Chemical Hydrocarbons (saturated and non-saturated) 

Hydrogen fluoride 

Volatile organic substances 

Acids 

With respect to measurements in the high- and low-voltage systems, different wiring and connectors 

have been tapped that were outside the expected intrusion area due to the crash. HV 

measurements were conducted before and after the main contacts where the voltage and current 

during and after test were measured. An additional permanent high-voltage connection was 

installed inside the HV battery to be able to measure the voltage at all the times (‘hot wire’) and thus 

also weeks after the test date (a fuse ensured the safety against short circuits that might occur due 

to this additional system intervention). Also, a permanent insulation resistance measurement 

ensured the safety for the people involved in the test. 

PT-100 sensors have been placed inside the HV battery and in the vehicle’s compartment to detect 

rapid temperature changes, if any. In addition, infrared (IR) measurements (IR camera) outside the 

battery were used to complement the measurements and test the practical usefulness for e.g. fire 

fighters with respect to electric vehicles. Finally, a long-term temperature and video observation 

(one photo each second) for the vehicle was prepared for a time period of up to three weeks after 

the crash. 

In addition to the standard measurements listed above, the messages from the vehicle’s CAN bus 

have been logged for comparison and to gain further data on the overall vehicle condition (during 

and after test for safety reasons), crash signals, the high-voltage system shutdown, temperature 

progression as well as the automatic emergency notification system (E-Call). 

The high-voltage battery of the BMW i3 consists of 96 Li-ion cells divided into 8 modules which 

contain lithiumhexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) as electrolyte that is dissolved in organic solvents: 

dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diethyl carbonate (DEC) and ethylene carbonate (EC). This is why the 

generation of toxic and/or flammable gases are possible (ethene, ethane, butane, hydrogen fluoride, 

organic acids…) due to hydrolysis of LiPF6, thermal decomposition of electrolyte and its Solid 

Electrolyte Interface (SEI). To observe these substances by type and quantity, a gas analysis during 

and after the test with stationary and mobile detection systems was performed. One of the most 

dangerous substances is hydrogen fluoride (HF) which could emerge through the combination of the 

electrolyte LiPF6 and water under certain circumstances (dependant on substances’ concentrations 

and with interim stage hydrogen), see Section 3.2. 
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The devices used for the detection of various gas compounds comprised sophisticated scientific 

measurement equipment (Fourier-Transformation-Infrared-Spectrometer, FT-IR) and mobile 

detection systems (MSA Auer Altair 4X, MSA Auer Altair 5X, MSA Auer Sirius PID and Dräger X-am 

5100) as used by German fire brigades. 

The high-voltage battery was dismantled from the vehicle to be opened for the instalment of needed 

measurement equipment closely to the area of expected intrusion. Figure 58 shows the HV battery 

without the upper coverage with installed electrical measurements, thermal sensors and the 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) hose for gas analysis. 

 

Figure 58: High-voltage battery of the BMW i3 after instalment of electrical measurements, thermal 

sensors and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) hose for gas analysis 

 

After installing all temperature sensors, the PTFE hose and the high-voltage connections for external 

measurements and the valve for the gas analysis (PTFE hose), the battery’s upper cover was re-

installed and the battery was tested for overall seal tightness with the original manufacturing 

measurement device. 

 

The additional thermocouples monitoring the battery have been routed out on the left, rear side of 

the high-voltage battery while the standard, high-voltage measurement inside the battery has been 

led out on the right rear along with a connection for PTFE hose to detect gases produced in the 

battery, see Figure 59. The system’s high-voltage has been tapped by placing an adapter to the 

original HV cables issuing on the left side of the back end of the high-voltage battery. 
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Figure 59: Modification on the right side of the back end of the high-voltage battery (installation of 

additional permanent high-voltage measurement inside the battery and connection for PTFE hose in 

order to detect the battery internal gases) 

 

 
Figure 60: Modification on the left side of the back end of the high-voltage battery (installation of 

accelerometers, an adapter for tapping the systems’ high voltage and the temperature sensor 

cables) 

 

After re-installing the high-voltage battery to the vehicle’s chassis all measurement lines have been 

bundled on the left rear vehicle side (see Figure 61) on the one hand to reach the high-voltage 

measurement adapter on the rear seats inside the vehicle (since no direct passage upwards was 

available) and on the other hand to be guided directly outside of the vehicle to an external dolly 

carrying gauges on 12 V level and the CAN data logger. 
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Figure 61: View on the undercarriage of the test vehicle BMW i3 equipped with various 

measurement devices (cables for measurements were bundled to leave the vehicle on the left rear 

vehicle side) 

 

5.3.4 Test Procedure and Vehicle Details 

The test was conducted at BASt facilities on 12
th

 of August 2014. The following settings/adjustments  

have been recorded with regard to the test car BMW i3: 

� No error messages 

� HV system in “ready” mode 

� Gearstick on “N” (idle state), Parking brake released 

� Nearly full HV battery load (91% of SOC, read from CAN) 

� Test weight: 1,303 kg 

� Removal of rear seat cushions to gain space for measurement equipment  

� Removal of HV battery undercarriage coverage 

� Draining of liquids to lowest required levels 

� Seatbelts for driver (rescue dummy on seat) and co-driver plugged in 

� Driver seat in middle position  

� Window panes opened 

� Doors not locked 

 

The crash opponents were prepared to meet the envisaged impact locations for the crash test, see 

Figure 62. This included the compulsory height of the deformable barrier according to FMVSS 

214/301 of 239 mm over ground and the position of the trucks’ rear under-run protection lower 

height to 40 cm over ground according to the height of the frontal crash elements of the BMW i3 

and considering legal requirements, respectively. 
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Figure 62: Check of the heights of the deformable barrier at the crash trolley and the trucks’ rear 

under-run protection shortly before the crash test 

 

5.3.5 Observations and Test results 

Shortly after the crash the high voltage system dropped down automatically and no incidences have 

been detected (no temperature increase, no release of toxic / flammable gases or liquids by the 

battery). Some bruising of HV cables and damaged HV connectors could be seen in the rear without 

having negative consequences. There was no obvious damage to the HV battery. The 12 V on-board 

power supply was active. 

Figure 63 shows the rest position of the vehicles. Due to the impact, the truck moved 3 m 

longitudinally from its original position despite activated brakes and its weight. This impact occurred 

169 ms after the impact of the crash barrier into the rear of the BMW i3. Both, the test vehicle and 

the crash trolley fully lost contact to the ground due to the high amount of energy of the impact and 

the limited space available, see Figure 64.  

The largest acceleration peak occurred in the initial rear impact phase of the test. A pulse of 

approximately 45 g and 20 ms duration can be observed in Figure 65. This was followed by a 

somewhat lower pulse (25 g and 25 ms) arising from the contact with the truck. These acceleration 

loads are quite high given that they occur in the same crash event.  
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Figure 63: Scenery directly after the conducted crash test with the BMW i3 

 

 
Figure 64: BMW i3 and crash trolley have fully left the contact to the ground at ~494 ms after t0 
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Figure 65: Longitudinal vehicle acceleration (lower left b-pillar) and high-voltage system drop-down 

(according to CAN and own measurements filtered with CFC60) after the rear and front impact with 

the BMW i3 

The deformable barrier face was sheared from the trolley and has led to flat rear tyres of the BMW 

i3. Finally, the test vehicle was wedged between the truck and the crash trolley. 

The frontal crash structures of the BMW i3 engaged the truck RUP with high overlap. The modified 

truck’s rear under-run protection system led to an optimal mechanical performance and thus to 

small front deformations and intrusions to the passenger compartment. However, structures such as 

the mounting of the frontal right suspension arm broke. The rear crash structures dissipated energy 

well and limited the deformation of the passenger compartment. The damages from the exterior can 

be seen in Figure 66. 

 

 
Figure 66: Viewable damages due to the conducted impacts to the BMW i3 front (left) and to the 

rear (right) 
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Electrical measurement results (based on measurements in parallel and via CAN): 

 

The rear impact to the BMW i3 by the crash trolley took place at the point of time t0, followed by 

the second impact (front impact of the BMW i3 to the rear of the truck) 169 ms afterwards. The 

front airbags activated 15 ms after the front impact and thus 184 ms after t0. The start time point of 

a significant reduction of the voltage in the high-voltage net of the BMW i3 could be determined at 

20 ms after t0 due to reaching the vehicle acceleration safety threshold of ~10 g at ~2 ms. The 

system’s high-voltage dropped slightly linearly down from 380 V at 20 ms to 335 V at 240 ms, 

followed by a rapid decrease of the voltage to 60 V at ~270 ms. These measurements can be seen in 

Figure 65. 

Thermal measurement results: 

 

The temperature inside the HV battery remained constant during and after the test and only 

fluctuated in accordance to the surrounding temperature. 

Chemical measurement results: 

 

The sampling of chemical substances was started directly after the crash test close to the vehicle and 

via a polytetrafluoroethylene hose directly from the inner air volume of the high-voltage battery.  

No signals for organic carbonates (dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diethyl carbonate (DEC), ethylene 

carbonate (EC) were observed after the crash test.  Further, except from baseline, noise no distinct 

signals for fluorinated compounds were observed after the crash. 

Post-Crash-Functionalities: 

Shortly after the impact the vehicle’s flashing warning lights were activated accompanied with an 

outgoing call (e-Call) of the vehicle’s advanced automatic collision notification (AACN) system. The 

passenger compartment doors could be opened easily. 

 

5.3.6 Discussion 

Since the truck’s rear under-run protection was modified to meet the objective to evaluate the test 

vehicle’s high-voltage protective crash structures and safety system, an ideal crash situation was 

created. In a real crash the BMW i3 might behave differently if its crash structures would be not 

have fully engaged the rear under run guard. This would have lead to more damage to the front 

structures. These issues would be similar to situations conventional vehicles also had to face. The 

vehicle’s passenger compartment was very strong and exhibited little or no intrusion. The doors 

opened easily allowing for easy extrication of the occupants. The negative consequence of the stiff 

structure was the high crash loading suggested by the acceleration levels. No instrumented dummy 

was present to record injury assessment values. 

The high-voltage measurements taken show two drops around 45 ms and 120 ms after t0 during the 

automatic deactivation of the high-voltage board net which couldn’t be seen in the logged CAN data, 

see Figure 65. These drops are unusual and were considered to have been emerged as consequence 

of the snapping driver’s backrest incl. the rescue dummy which possibly applied high mechanical 

loads to the measurement equipment and wiring harness on the rear seats. 
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5.4 Overall Conclusions from Testing 

The general conclusions from the component tests conducted in the EVERSAFE project were: 

• Documents may not be sufficient to make reproducible component tests. The test facilities 

conducting nail tests had different interpretations of the same standard.  

• Penetration and cutting shear tests produced less reaction than crushing tests 

• Overcharging was most severe case, however this is not a crash load 

• Inherent safety of the cell by special layers seems to be indicated by the lack of thermal 

activity in the penetrating nail and shear tests. 

 

The severity of the full scale crash tests was chosen to be more challenging than required by the UN 

regulations or Euro NCAP tests, respectively. This decision was made because both test vehicles 

(Mitsubishi i-MiEV and BMW i3) have already successfully passed regulation and Euro NCAP crash 

tests and thus demonstrate a certain level of crash safety even with their new drive trains. The 

particular test configurations have been selected to reflect worst case, but realistic, scenarios where 

potential hazards might occur. However, it has to be emphasized that no partner of the EVERSAFE 

project hold the opinion to adapt or even replacing the existing and approved crash tests by the 

more severe tests performed in EVERSAFE. 

 

Both test vehicles exhibited high level of safety in non-standardized, but realistic experimental 

configurations.  

• Good mechanical protection of the battery system 

• High-voltage system disconnected automatically to safe condition  

• No incidents (no undue temperature increase, no release of toxic / flammable gases or 

liquids)  

• Intact cabin; a few bruised HV lines but without negative consequences  

• Shut-down times of the high-voltage systems much quicker than required by regulation 

(<60s). 

• Newer chassis materials can produce stiff structures that increase the vehicle accelerations 

but can provide easier access to injured occupants as the doors may not bind due to 

distortions of the structure. 

 

After the tests, there were no new or unexpected risks such as:  

• electrical hazards  

• chemical reactions  

• thermal events  

• Release of toxic substances battery, fire, explosion  

 

The two tested electric vehicles have a high level of protection, comparable to conventional vehicles. 

 

5.5 Conclusions from firefighters’ training during crash tests 

The crash tests have also been used as training for firefighters. In particular, existing and alternative 

post-crash guidelines were considered and checked for their viability under realistic conditions. 

Different portable multi-gas detectors have been utilized to identify combustible gases (diffusion 

devices MSA Auer Altair 4X and devices with active intake MSA Auer Altair 5X and MSA Auer Sirius 

PID). Since hydrogen fluoride (HF) is the worst result of possible chemical reactions a special gas 

detector (Dräger X-am 5100 with HF/HCL sensor) was rented to directly measure HF (which did not 

emerge). Due to the high acquisition costs (around 1,500€) and maintenance costs of such a 

specialized gas detector it was considered to be not economical to propose the purchase for general 

application by rescue services. This conclusion was strengthened by consideration of the difficulties 
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to measure under real conditions (e.g. wind) and the order of emergence of combustible gases due 

to a damage of the HV battery, see e.g. Sections 3.2 and 3.3, which can be detected with usual multi-

gas detectors. 

 

Following the crash test of the BMW i3, the work of the fire brigade was analyzed and discovered 

the following: 

• Finding the rescue datasheet proved difficult, as this was thrown by the impact from the 

original position behind the sun visor in the back seat area and was discovered only in the 

further course of the training by the fire department. The firefighters were then able to act 

purposefully. 

 

• The 12 V rescue disconnect point proved to be too complicated and too small. According to 

the firefighters, the orange color of this rescue disconnect point and the resulting suspected 

high voltage danger were misleading, so that the deactivation measures were carried out 

with high voltage gloves. Since the pulling of the plug required a detailed manipulation  and 

took too long, the decision was taken to cut all connecting wires, see Figure 67. However, it 

has to be noted that an adaptation of the color of the rescue disconnecting point was 

already provided at the time by BMW. 

 

 
Figure 67: 12 V rescue disconnecting point in BMW i3 (note: orange color has been changed to green 

in latest vehicle version)  

 

The training also confirmed the theoretical assumption that the measures of the firefighters are not 

yet adapted to the dangers of electric cars. Further, flowcharts of the procedure for accidents 

involving electric vehicles are largely unknown in the fire service. There is little distinction in the use 

of measures between conventional and electric vehicles. 
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6. EXISTING RESCUE GUIDELINES 

6.1 Identification of electric vehicles 

6.1.1 Optical characteristics 

To date, there are no uniform rules on the labeling of electric or hybrid vehicles from outside. 

However, evidence can be found on the vehicles ensuring the recognition or allow at least an 

indication of the drive technology used. The absence of the exhaust system is one of the easiest 

signs to be recognized. But, this is only true for pure electric vehicles, since hybrid vehicles require 

an exhaust system for their additional combustion engine. 

 

Many vehicle manufacturers distinguish their electric or partially electric-powered vehicles visually 

on the conventionally powered sister models. This is done by special design elements. For example, 

the design of daytime running lights of the Volkswagen E-Up! has been changed, see Figure 68.  

 

 
Figure 68: Comparison of the Volkswagen eUp!’s car fronts (left: conventionally powered, source: 

http://www.lincah.com/2012-volkswagen-up/2012-volkswagen-up-white-front [modified]; right: 

electrically powered, source: http://automiddleeast.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/2013-VW-e-

up-front.jpg [modified], [last access Dec 19, 2014]) 

 

In the case of some manufacturers (e.g. Nissan, Renault, Volkswagen, Toyota) the color blue has 

established itself as a commonly used design element for separating the electric or partially electric 

powered model. Toyota designed their current hybrid models, as well as Volkswagen for their e-Golf, 

with a blue background manufacturer logo in front and rear. The e-Golf also exhibits a blue ribbon 

that connects the headlights along the radiator grille, see Figure 69. Mercedes offers blue design 

elements for the electric version of the B-class only for a surcharge.  The buyer decides whether the 

vehicle can be recognized as an electric vehicle or not. Thus, the blue design elements can be at 

most one reference to an electric drive, as the design language is not consistently adhered to. 
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Figure 69: Example (Volkswagen e-Golf) for blue design elements for the identification of the 

electrically driven vehicles (source: http://www.inautonews.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/e-

golf-Frankfurt-Live-24.jpg, [last access Dec 19, 2014]) 

 

To identify electric and hybrid vehicles by design differences, extensive knowledge of the range of 

car models is required. Whether rescue forces can acquire and keep updated with this knowledge 

stays questionable. 

 

There is sometimes clearer, however not uniformly implemented, decals or emblems on the rear of 

the vehicle stating  "electric drive" from Mercedes, "hybrid" from Toyota and "zero emission" from 

Nissan. Labels with the letter "e" together with the model name used by Volkswagen or “Z.E.” used 

by Renault require more insights into the topic.  

 

A more obvious indicator of electric drivetrains is to inspect the fuel filler cap. It should be noted 

that plug-in hybrids have two fuel caps, wherein the second gas cap, the charging port, sometimes is 

not directly visible. Many vehicle manufacturers hide the charging connector behind the company 

logo, which reduces the ability to recognize electric vehicles. In the worst case, false conclusions 

could be drawn if only the exhaust and the gas cap, but not the charging port of a plug-in hybrid is 

detected. 

 

In summary, the following features indicate the presence of a vehicle with traction battery: 

� Electrical charging port 

� Orange high-voltage lines 

� No exhaust system 

� Warning labels on HV electrical components 

� Charge indicator in the instrument cluster 

� Markings on the instrument panel 

 

6.1.2 Rescue data sheets and technical solutions 

Rescue data sheets have been developed to provide most important vehicle information for rescue 

teams in a clear and standardized way as well as in shortest time to ensure best rescue conditions 

for injured occupants. In Germany, the ADAC (General German Automobile Association) appealed in 

2009 to the vehicle manufacturers to provide rescue data sheets for all new cars and to position 

them under the sun visor to provide information about cutting and pressure points, airbag zones and 

the location of the battery [18]. In addition to these data, rescue data sheets now include 

information regarding type of drive and the location of high-voltage components. Meanwhile several 
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associations from the automobile sector and firefighting/rescue as well as vehicle manufacturers 

themselves and governmental entities promote the usage of these sheets in Europe. However, a 

legal obligation to carry a rescue card currently does not exist. ISO is developing a standard for 

rescue sheets[19]. 

 

To ensure the availability of a rescue data sheet, Mercedes-Benz has introduced to the inside of the 

gas cap and on the opposite b-pillar QR codes that enables emergency services to access the 

individual sheet with a smartphone or tablet [20]. 

 

In 2013, the German Federal Ministry of Transport has set the basis to retrieve vehicle-related 

information directly from the database of the Federal Motor Transport Authority on software 

solutions on a tablet or laptop [21]. Two software solutions similar in functionality, the SilverDAT® - 

FRS [22] from DAT (Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH), and the Crash Recovery System®[23] 

from Moditech Rescue Solutions use this option in the form of a license number query. Thus, it is 

possible to obtain directly by means of the license plate number at the accident scene information 

about the type of vehicle or drive and the access to the vehicle-related, digitized rescue data sheet. 

 

The emergency call (eCall) is a system that in the event of a car accident automatically informs the 

locally responsible Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP). Technically, often the triggering of the 

airbag sensors initiates this automatic emergency call over the mobile network to the nearest PSAP. 

In addition to the position of the crashed car, vehicle-related data is transmitted, which thus, are 

available to the emergency services even during the travel to the scene [24]. “The EC proposals for 

legislative acts foresaw that eCall would be seamlessly functioning throughout Europe by end of 

2015. As the adoption procedure of these legislative acts by the European Parliament and the 

Council is still ongoing, the deadlines for implementation will most likely be the end of 2017 or early 

2018.” [25] 

 

6.2 Introduction to rescue procedures 

Rescue procedures vary within and between countries depending on the national, regional, and local 

organization of rescue services. Regardless of the location, firefighting and rescue services share 

common themes and technologies but there are local requirements that prohibit rigorous definition 

of rescue procedures. Due to the diversity of vehicles, occupants, and road conditions that will 

define a rescue operation, it is desirable that rescue personnel have a fundamental training that they 

can adapt to all possible conditions that they may encounter during their working career.  

 

Vehicles with internal combustion engines have a fairly standardized design regardless of the 

manufacturer or power train. The occupant compartment is essentially an independent cell from the 

remaining vehicle structures that contain the drive train and fuel system. Inflatable or pyrotechnic 

safety devices are one part of a fire fighter’s training that must be updated with new technologies. 

The materials used in a vehicle structure have also changed over time as more high strength metal 

and composite structures are being incorporated in the vehicle. These new safety systems tend to be 

in the same locations, independent of the vehicle and reduce the need for vehicle specific training.  

 

Fuel sources for vehicles are becoming more individualized to the vehicle type and manufacturer. 

Additionally, the diversity of fuel types for vehicles sharing the same platform can lead to different 

rescue operations for vehicles with identical appearances. It is in regards to this point that electric 

vehicles impose new, and currently undefined, training needs for firefighters. Manufacturers can 

offer internal combustion, hybrid, or fully electric variants of the same vehicle model. Each has 

specific features that influence the rescue procedures.  With regard to this topic the following 

documentation and analysis of rescue procedures is presented. The documented rescue training 
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materials for Swedish and German firefighters are summarized and compared in this section. 

Information provided below is based on basic instructions that is under constant review and not 

every document is covered. Interviews with fire fighters were also conducted to capture the formal 

and informal knowledge of electric vehicles. 

 

A general outline of rescue operations for crashes involving electric vehicles was identified to 

facilitate the analysis. A general approach to rescue operations can be considered as: 

1) Information on the way to the scene 

2) Appraisal of the vehicle on the scene, identification of vehicle 

3) Securing/stabilizing the vehicle  

4) Fire control 

5) Chemical hazard control 

6) Shut-down electrical systems (to cut the vehicle)  

7) Occupant extraction 

8) Post crash issues 

These points are used as a framework for the following analysis.  

 

6.3 Rescue Procedures Sweden  

In Sweden, rescue services are divided into national and community responsibilities with act during 

events that cause personal, property, or environmental harm. Every community must have a 

manager or committee that is responsible for rescue activities conducted by the community. 

Support from the region (län) is also available to provide support for larger population centres. The 

rescue manager (or council) must have appropriate training and experience and there is a national 

organisation that supports the local managers and councils [26].  

 

Rescue services responsibilities include responding to fires as well as serious traffic accidents and 

chemical spills or releases [27]. Training and education programs are developed to properly act at 

the scene and operate any equipment.  

 

More than half of the fireman in Sweden are part time employees and have another employer aside 

from the Rescue services
17

. Part time fireman normally only respond to alarms without being on 

standby in a fire station. They are typically on call every fourth week. They participate in training 

programs provided by rescue services. 

 

National recue services include mountain response teams, coast guard, etc. The division between 

national and community services results in different responsibilities, training, equipment, etc. This 

results in a variation in response abilities depending on the region. This has implications for how 

electric vehicles could be handled at an accident scene. 

 

The Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap (Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency), MSB is the 

government body responsible for establishing the national capacity to respond and address 

accidents and crises including the countermeasures before, during, or after an event. MSB shall 

develop the capacity to react to events and even develop preventative measures to reduce the 

consequences of incidents. This includes developing training and education packages and 

coordinating the activities of different agencies that may be involved. 

                                                           
17

 MSB (Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency), faktablad (Publ.nr MSB466 - February 2013) 
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6.4 Rescue guidelines in Sweden 

MSB has developed information for automobile crashes “Extrication from Cars during Road Traffic 

Accidents” [28]. MSB works to avoid worsening the condition of a casualty during rescue operations 

and extrications and aims to provide medical treatment as soon as possible. They have developed 

procedures for every team member in a response team. They developed work zones around an 

accident site and have procedures for different elements in the process such directing traffic around 

a crash scene. The goal is to optimise the relationship among rescue services, police and medical 

services. 

 

The following section is based on training material “Extrication from Cars during Road Traffic 

Accidents” [28]. The same information applies for all vehicles. When possible, additional information 

specific for electric vehicles is provided.  

 

1) Information on the way to the scene 

Rescue services responding to the 112 emergency calls tend to have minimal 

information on the vehicle model. Information if the accident is in a tunnel, involves a 

truck or bus, is usually available. 

 

2) Appraisal and identification of the vehicle on the scene 

Some, but not all, fire brigades are equipped with the Moditech [29] system which 

provides vehicle’s rescue advisories for e.g. airbags, high strength steel components, and 

if it is an electric vehicle. There is also a new system of standardised ISO crash cards [19]  

that allows rescue critical information (fuel locations, airbags, high voltage cables, etc) 

for a car to be systematically presented. Both these systems require that the vehicle 

model can be quickly determined so the reference data for the specific vehicle is 

available to the fireman on scene. 

 

3) Securing/stabilizing the vehicle (if it not resting all wheels, submerged, etc.) 

At the same time the vehicle is being identified (if not before), the accident site is 

surveyed with a fire fighter equipped with a fire extinguisher to appraise the injuries and 

status of the vehicle. If necessary the vehicle is secured with wheel blocks or wedges to 

ensure it does not move during rescue operations.  

Traffic must be directed around an accident scene and the rescue services must identify 

what work area is required and how to place the rescue vehicles and signs. Although 

there is no fixed procedure, there are some guidelines and information how different 

road and collision sites can be managed. 

 

4) Fire control 

The rescue manual contains information for all fuel types and this is why it is important 

to identify the vehicle fuel type early in the rescue process. At the time of writing, [28] 

provides the following recommendations:  “ 

� If a battery pack is not burning, the fire in the car must be extinguished in the 

traditional way. As far as possible, avoid getting water into a battery that is not 

burning. 

� A battery pack fire must be cooled and extinguished with large amounts of 

water. 

� The battery pack enclosure must not be broken open or removed.  

� If it is not possible to extinguish a battery pack, let it burn out under cooling and 

monitoring.” 
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5) Chemical hazard control 

Batteries contain different chemicals depending on the battery type and even 

conventional vehicles have batteries, historically lead-acid, that pose risks at a scene if 

they are damaged and begin to leak.  The information in [28] is limited to general 

description of the types of batteries found in the general categories of lead-acid, “nickel-

metal hybrid” (typically nickel-cadmium), lithium-ion, and super capacitors.  Technical 

Information is limited to some general descriptions of the battery structures and cases 

to help identify a battery in a vehicle. 

 

The documented advice for chemical risks is to be aware of hot batteries that indicate a 

risk of thermal runaway and potential fire/explosion risks. If a battery is damaged and 

leaking electrolyte is present, this shall be treated as any hazardous waste. Protective 

gloves should be worn. 

 

An undamaged battery may still produce gases that are lighter than air and rescue 

services should avoid coming close to batteries that are hot to avoid breathing emitted 

gases or potential spray from exploding/burning batteries. Although not explicitly listed 

in the document, many Swedish rescue vehicles are equipped with thermal cameras and 

fire fighters are now recommended to use these to assess risks. 

 

6) Shut down electrical systems 

For vehicles with undeployed airbags, fire crews are advised to disconnect the standard 

(12V) vehicle battery to avoid risks of an airbag deploying during an extrication. Hybrid 

and Electric vehicles have batteries exceeding 60V DC and have extra precautions 

described in [28].  The fire departments are advised to use the service disconnect to 

reduce the voltage to the vehicle. In [28], the service disconnect is described as halving 

the voltage in the battery and not necessarily disconnecting the traction battery from 

the remaining electric circuit to the motors. 

 

The main information about the traction batteries being connected to the motors with 

orange cables is described. The manual describes the traction systems being shut down 

when in a crash but not describing what the criteria is (i.e., airbag deployment, 

acceleration over set limit, etc). The manual does advise that the traction battery should 

not be treated as automatically disconnected during a collision. It also points out that 

the battery is a potential hazard even if it is disconnected and apparently undamaged.  

 

7) Occupant extraction 

After a vehicle has been secured and the occupant injuries are assessed, the person and 

vehicle is assessed to determine if the vehicle must be moved to complete the rescue.  

Paramedic and extrication crews bring medical equipment to ensure the injured can 

breathe and attempt to open the doors. Extrication crews lay out fire extinguishing and 

extrication equipment and protective equipment for the extrication. All personnel have 

safety glasses and clothing.  

 

There are several guidelines for extricating passengers based on the position of the 

vehicle (on its side, location of damage, type of injury). The areas of the car to be cut (if 

needed), equipment to be used, and types of extra manipulation to the vehicle (i.e. 

stretching a deformed passenger compartment) are described in [28].  These procedures 

are derived from conventional vehicles where the main issues to address are airbag 

components and high strength steel. The information related to recommended cutting 
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areas or warnings about airbag systems are generally common for most vehicles and 

available in systems like Moditech. 

 

The relevance of traction system cables (orange) to cutting a vehicle is not explicitly 

mentioned in [28].  There is also no information or recommendations related to some of 

the extreme manipulation of the vehicle during an extrication.  For example, the 

extension of the car from two winch points (Figure 70) involves tension and bending 

loads on the vehicle floor, particularly if any of the pillars have been cut. This may induce 

internal deformation in the battery that may not have arose in the original crash, or 

accentuate existing damage in the battery caused prior to the extrication procedure. 

 

8) Post-crash issues 

Swedish firefighters are informed how to clean up the crash site and how vehicle related 

debris should be disposed. The information is essentially related to salvage and 

environmental aspects of the vehicles and road infrastructure. There is no guidance 

specifically provided for the towing and storage of electric vehicles after a crash.  

 

All the procedures listed above are related to the current state of the art in Sweden. Current projects 

are developing new information and advice. Interviews with rescue services in Sweden indicate a 

general need for information and recommendations for hybrid or electric vehicles. New information 

is being disseminated in the community but has not been standardized at the national level. 

 

 
Figure 70: Pulling method for extrication [28]. 
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6.5 Rescue Procedures Germany 

6.5.1 General structure 

The German firefighting is communally organized. Municipalities and counties are committed in 

accordance with the national fire protection laws to establish an efficient fire brigade and to 

maintain it. The biggest part (about 97%) of the German fire department system is organized in the 

form of a volunteering basis [30], which need to be staffed full-time in larger county's cities. 

Communities have the right, next to the volunteer fire department, to establish a professional fire 

department. This is required in county-level cities.
18

  

 

In addition to public fire departments, factory fire departments exist which are obliged by the 

district government and nationally recognized to ensure fire safety in companies with increased fire 

and explosion potential. The Bundeswehr fire department is one of the largest fire departments in 

Germany and ensures fire safety in military installations as a kind of a public fire department. 

  

The applicable laws on state level regulate also, in addition to providing the fire fighting itself, the 

state's commitment to maintain and operate state’s fire brigade schools which are involved in the 

training of managers and work on specialized topics such as fire protection research as well as 

publish project-based research. 

  

There are firefighter associations that aim to promote the training and fire safety education as well 

as to conduct research in the field of fire protection. The tasks of these associations are also 

regulated by the corresponding state’s legislation.  

 

For the purposes of civil protection other responsibilities apply. According to article 70 of the 

German Basic Law, civil protection is the responsibility of the states. Beside the implementation of 

the overall operational control in the event of a disaster the provision of vehicles and equipment 

falls within the jurisdiction of the civil protection authorities, which are based commonly in the 

Ministry of the Interior. A typical representative of this provided civil protection vehicles is the ABC 

explorer vehicle of fire brigades. Thus, in reality it is often a mix of state and municipal vehicles. 

 

6.5.2 Equipment 

In case of volunteer fire brigades a multi-gas detector is equipped on a vehicle specialized for 

measurements with a standardized configuration of the sensors and would be called additionally, 

whereas in case of a professional fire department this multi-gas detector is carried as standard in a 

vehicle of the first squad team. 

 

Multi-gas detectors are diffusiometers by default. Specialized vehicles have in addition 

measurement devices with active intake (integrated pump). In general, the multi-gas detectors allow 

directly measuring CO, H2S and O2. Further the Ex-sensor (explosion sensor) only measures 

combustible gases and hereby only measures exactly, when calibrated on these substances (often 

methane (CH4) and nonane (C9H20)). However, gases such as H2 can be calculated qualitatively using 

the explosion limit. 

 

                                                           
18

 Law about fire protection and assistance in North Rhine-Westphalia (federal state of Germany), 

https://recht.nrw.de/lmi/owa/pl_text_anzeigen?v_id=2820070525140850908 [accessed Dec 19, 2014] 
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A non-representative survey for available multi-gas detectors in Germany was performed in the 

context of a bachelor thesis that ran at the Cologne University of Applied Sciences and BASt in 2014. 

Results have been summarized in Table 19. 

 

Table 19: Typical multi-gas detectors used by German firefighters 

Gas detector class Label 

1-5 Dräger "X-am® 5000"  

MSA Auer "ALTAIR 5X" 

1-4 Dräger "X-am® 2500"  

Honeywell/ Compur Monitors "Impact (Pro)"  

MSA Auer "ALTAIR 4X" 

 

Although no longer commercially available but the MSA “Solaris” is still in use. There are other 

suppliers of portable gas detectors, but the companies MSA Auer and Dräger have largely prevailed 

in the fire service in Germany as standard. 
 

To determine unknown liquids litmus paper test is standard at both, volunteer and professional fire 

brigades. The same is true for thermal imaging cameras. 

 

In contrast, only specialized vehicles (e.g. the ABC-explorer) are typically equipped with short-time 

measurement tubules and need to be called additionally by the incident commander. 

  

Water is still the standard extinguishing agent. However, additives are also used such as fire fighting 

foams which increase the impact of smothering a fire and cooling. 

 

Electrical measurements will be performed in most cases with a voltage tester that is present in the 

appropriate standardized toolbox. 

 

An extended PPE includes a chemical splash suit is available in several types ranging from part to full 

body protection. Standard personal protective equipment (PPE) contains of: 

• Heat and (shortly) flame resistant jacket and trousers 

• Helmet 

• Leather boots (security class S3) 

• Respirator mask 

• Special harness (incl. abseiling eyelet and hatchet) 

 

An extended PPE includes a chemical splash suit which is available in several types ranging from part 

to full body protection. 

 

6.6 Rescue guidelines in Germany 

A study was performed to obtain an overview of existing rescue guidelines in Germany with special 

focus on information regarding the dealing with crashed electric vehicles. The following information 

refers to the document "Accident Assistance & Recovery vehicles with high voltage systems" [31] 

which was supposed to be most current and applicable. Other guidelines, as published by 

professional associations, do not focus sufficiently on the complete picture which is seen at a crash 

scene nor focused already on Li-ion battery technologies, but on organisational (mostly educational) 

aspects such as qualification levels or protection clothes. 
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1) Information on the way to the scene 

Distinct recommendations on how to proceed at the crash scene are not given for the 

time period of approaching the crash scene. However, the vehicle license plate query by 

the rescue coordination centre (RCC) is mentioned explicitly that can ensure the clear 

assignment of a rescue data sheet to the vehicle in accident.  

 

2) Appraisal and identification of the vehicle on the scene 

An action scheme for detecting a vehicle with electric drive is determined by the AUTO-

rule: 

A ustretende Betriebsstoffe (Escaping means of operation) 

U nterboden erkunden (Explore underbody) 

T ankdeckel öffnen (open fuel filler cap) 

O berfläche absuchen (scour surface) 

 

To recognize an electric vehicle the document points out the respective type 

descriptions at the vehicle’s rear or fender. Additionally, other distinctive features as 

listed below indicate a vehicle with HV system: 

� Electrical charging port 

� Orange high-voltage lines 

� Warning labels on HV electrical components 

� Charge indicator in the instrument cluster 

� Markings on the instrument panel 

� No exhaust system 

But, the VDA stressed that the lack of one or more of these features is no clear 

indication that it is a vehicle without a HV system. 

 

3) Securing/stabilizing the vehicle (if it not resting on all wheels, submerged, etc.) 

The document provides no information about protecting and stabilizing the vehicles. 

 

4) Fire control 

The VDA mentions the risk of explosion, the release of toxic fire gases, the delayed fire 

occurrence and fire extinguishing methods. It was found that an explosion of an HV 

energy storage is basically impossible due to its safety features such as by pressure relief 

valves which lead to outgassing in a defined manner and thus to decompression.  

 

Toxic fire gases occur at all vehicle fires. No distinction is made in consideration of the 

toxicity between conventionally powered vehicles and ones with high-voltage drive 

trains. This applies also for the delayed fire development. As with conventional vehicles 

a residual risk of delayed fire development exists, in particular in the case of a damaged 

HV battery.  

 

In case of fire, the use of large amounts of water for extinguishing and cooling of the 

energy storage is recommended. 

 

5) Chemical hazard control 

Leaking (liquid or gaseous) electrolyte is an irritant, flammable and potentially caustic 

substance. According to that a contact as well as the ingestion via the respiratory tract 

should be avoided. In case of a degassing the incident commander decides on the use of 

tactics. Liquid leaking electrolyte can be tied and absorbed with conventional binders. 

 

6) Shut down electrical systems (to cut the vehicle)  
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The measures to cut-off the high-voltage system are not provided in the form of a 

sequence of actions but explained based on several points in the document. Hereby, the 

automatic and manual HV system cut-off were considered after accidents, as well as the 

recognisability of the cut-off. 

 

Usually, the high-voltage system is automatically switched off when the airbag or the 

crash sensors have been triggered. If it is unclear whether the automatic shut down has 

occurred, the HV system needs to be disabled manually using the rescue data sheet and 

according to the recommended procedure of the manufacturer. A clear indication of the 

absence of voltage after an accident is not possible due to the diverse possible 

scenarios.  

 

The process of manually disabling the connection to the HV battery should be done in 

severe accidents. Today’s passenger cars offer different ways to do it. One common 

possibility is to interrupt the connection at the 12V separation point by cutting the wire 

or pulling the plug which can be done by non-HV-skilled workers, too. It has to be 

highlighted, that in this case, the HV energy storage is not discharged by default, but 

electrically isolated from the rest of the HV system. The disconnection is recommended 

regardless if the vehicle had an accident while in operation, was parked or connected to 

an electrical charging. However, the charged car should be disconnected from the 

charging station before deactivating the HV system. 

 

7) Occupant extraction 

The document does not deal with specific measures of extracting vehicle occupants. 

 

8) Hand-off to towing company 

The document deals extensively with the measures of the towing companies such as the 

use of appropriate rescue techniques, reflections on driving through tunnels or suitable 

parking spaces outdoors as well as the labelling of vehicles. Basically, the operating 

instructions for towing provided by the vehicle manufacturer shall be considered. 

 

The delivery of the crashed vehicles from the rescue teams to the towing companies 

were described as the following: before the vehicle is handed-off and loaded to a towing 

vehicle (or similar) the HV system should be deactivated with the help of the operating 

instructions of the vehicle or rescue data sheet, if not already done during the rescue 

operations. The actions taken by the fire department have to be declared to the 

acquiring authority representatives or towing services. Potential hazards emanating 

from the vehicle or individual components, such as electric shock or fire hazard due to 

damaged energy storage should be pointed out. In the case of the vehicle transfer to a 

third party the measures taken as well as existing and potential hazards should be 

written down and thus not only declared orally. 

 

6.7 Discussion 

The review of Swedish and German rescue procedures and training materials indicate that there are 

many similarities that can be exploited when adapting existing methods for new vehicle 

technologies. The main point to be aware of is that the basic structure for approaching and acting at 

a accident scene are similar between countries and that the only issues that need to be addressed 

are related to the battery and its connections to the electric drivetrain. From the previous testing 

and simulation activities in the project, there does not seem to be significant differences between EV 

and conventional vehicles in terms of fire and occupant extraction procedures.  
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There are some common actions observed in the rescue guidelines that need to be developed into 

rescue service education programs or better information is needed for rescue workers. The main 

points of interest are: 

• How can EVs be readily identified at a crash or rescue scene? It is desirable that the vehicle 

identifies itself by eCall information or there are standardised identifications visible on the 

vehicle itself 

• How can high-voltage system disconnect be confirmed? There is no visible indicator on the 

vehicle exterior that readily shows the high voltage circuit has been disconnected. This 

information can remove one step (Item 6) in the rescue process.  

• Can there be a requirement (such as a UNECE regulation) that requires the HV system to 

disconnect when the 12V is disconnected? As rescue services routinely disconnect the 12 V 

system to eliminate pyrotechnical safety systems from inadvertently deploying, this interlock 

would also eliminate one step (Item 6) in the rescue process. 

• How are batteries affected during extreme manipulation of the vehicle during occupant 

extrication?  For example, the extension of the car from two winch points (Figure 70) 

involves tension and bending loads on the vehicle floor, particularly if any of the pillars have 

been cut. This may induce internal deformation in the battery that may not have arose in the 

original crash, or accentuate existing damage in the battery caused prior to the extrication 

procedure. 

 

In addition to the need to address the issues raised above, there is a lack of standardised or 

legislated procedures outlining the towing and storage of electric vehicles after a crash. Vehicle 

manufacturers develop their own product recommendations but there should be universal 

procedures to eliminate the risk of mistreatment of an EV due to a diversity of handling procedures.  

 

The need for firefighters and other rescue workers to use specific protective equipment for EVs 

needs further investigation. Rescue operations should not require high voltage electrical repairs or 

investigation by individuals without appropriate training. It is desirable that standard protective 

equipment is sufficient and the vehicle systems are designed to ensure electrical isolation from 

rescue workers under foreseeable rescue operations.  

 

One additional issue that requires further investigation is the influence of battery aging. Li-ion 

batteries are still a new technology with few years of service and thus experience with older 

batteries is lacking. There is a need to monitor EVs and identify if batteries and their structures 

exhibit degradation in their mechanical tolerance to failure.  

 

One final point regarding the risks from traction batteries is the influence of state of charge (SOC). As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, the energy content of the battery is a function of its SOC. If a battery with a 

high SOC is disconnected from the external cables, the battery still has the potential to react 

internally and the safest condition would be to discharge or neutralize the battery immediately after 

the crash event. The former action is not feasible without developing extreme heat and electric 

shock hazards and there are no published methods yet to safely neutralize a fully charged battery. 

This is an area for new investigations. 

 

Subsequent to the firefighter training performed at the BMW i3 crash test (see Section 5.3), the 

firefighters indicated that it is of high importance for them to recognize early in time the presence of 

an alternatively propelled vehicle. Therefore, the firefighters considered it advisable to consistently 

mark electric vehicles, e.g., similar to the license plate marking used in Norway [32].  
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6.8 Conclusions 

The main conclusions from a review of post-crash rescue procedures are: 

 

- Vehicle information and identification needs to be clear easily available, preferably before 

arriving at the scene. This could be achieved with eCall facilities and exterior markings 

indicating the presence of an electric vehicle and its safety state 

- Rescue guidelines should include basic information about which chemical hazards might 

occur 

- Guidelines and training materials should describe indicators for certain risks, such as electric, 

chemical etc. 

- Rescue data sheets should contain clear information about chemical substances inside the 

battery and possible chemical reactions 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVED POST-CRASH ACTIONS 

7.1 Recommendations for Rescue Services 

In order to support rescue services when approaching road traffic accident scenes involving severely 

damaged electric and/or hybrid vehicles, a procedure for handling these vehicles with li-ion traction 

batteries has been developed considering best practices and realistic resources. Inputs for the 

proposed rescue guideline (in the flow chart format of Figure 71) have come from several sources: 

- Review of existing handling procedures for firefighters in particular from Germany and 

Sweden (see chapter 6) 

- Exchange of information and experiences with local firefighters around the vehicle crash 

tests conducted (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3) 

- Discussions within the EVERSAFE consortium and external experts  

- Survey regarding gas measurement devices available at German fire departments and 

summary of insights supported by bachelor thesis that ran at the Cologne University of 

Applied Sciences and BASt in 2014. 

 

The flow chart in Figure 71 is divided into three columns identified with color. The middle, light blue 

column represents the decision path; the left, green column gives explanations and advice for the 

decision path; while the right, red column gives advice for measurement devices or special personal 

protection equipment. In addition to the explanations, information or user warnings are provided, 

partly by color or pictograms.  

 

In addition to the measures for vehicle drivetrain identification, securing and deactivation of electric 

vehicles and the technical possibilities of monitoring the work site, the patient's health condition 

plays a decisive role in the flow chart. This results in a quick assessment of the accident and selection 

of the three approved types of rescue "Gentle rescue", "Fast rescue" and "Immediate rescue" as 

made use of in Germany. This approach uses procedures familiar for accidents involving 

conventional vehicles and reduces additional training requirements. The monitoring of the patient 

and the applied measurement technology must continue following the initial patient assessment and 

needs to follow the procedures identified in the flowchart until the patient is rescued from the 

vehicle. 

 

The ‘immediate rescue’ is the fastest possible rescue, tolerating a possible further deterioration of 

the patient from immediate danger or due to medical conditions. ‘Fast rescue’ is the fastest possible 

rescue of the patient with respect to time, tactical and medical aspects. In order to minimize the 

travel time to the hospital, transport is to be aimed at the ‘fast rescue’ time window of 20 to 30 

minutes. ‘Gentle rescue’ is a rescue, in which the time aspect moves into the background because 

the diagnosed injury is not sensitive to time and the time window for medical consultation may in 

some cases be even greater than that of ‘fast recovery’) [33]. 
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Figure 71: Updated rescue guideline 
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A summary of the features of the new handling procedure is provided below: 

- Flow chart layout similar to best practices documentation but specialized for crashed 

vehicles with electric drive. The flowchart is focused on Li-ion battery technologies and not 

fuel cell drives. 

- Clarity by three-column principle and color highlighting 

- Flow chart can be used properly printed in an A4 format for use on scene 

- Clear depiction that flammable, irritant and corrosive materials may be released by the HV 

battery and proposals for how to deal with them. For example, the explicit naming of the 

possible development of hydrogen fluoride (HF) could not be found in literature reviews of 

handling procedures. 

- Procedure was optimized to maintain existing standard procedures used by (German) 

firefighters regarding their activities based on the patients’ health states (“Gentle rescue”, 

“Fast rescue” and “Immediate rescue”) and if possible, to return rapidly to these three 

approved types of rescue 

- Inclusion of relevant indicators for possible hazards (monitoring electrical and chemical 

conditions as well as temperature) 

- Common measures for disabling the HV system as a replacement if specific rescue data 

sheets are not at hand. 

 

With regard to the potential dangers that may arise due to a highly damaged electric vehicle (see 

also Section 3.3), further recommendations and advice are provided below to complement the 

proposed updated rescue guidelines. 

 

With focus on chemical hazards and fire (for background information see Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 5.4): 

- Chemical hazards exist and must be considered. 

- The carbonates dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diethyl carbonate (DEC), ethylene carbonate (EC) 

and polyethylene (PC) are typical chemical substances used as electrolyte (also in mixed 

forms) in high-voltage traction batteries that possibly being released in case of mechanical 

damage to the HV battery or a cell. Therefore, these substances should be monitored using 

the gas detectors.  

o If released, then check the patient’s condition (see also Figure 71). 

o In case patient should react to these carbonates (e.g. noticeable by sore throat or 

cough) cancel ‘gentle rescue’ and change to ‘immediate rescue’  

- Depending on the organic carbonates used as electrolyte components (see previous bullet 

point) and temperatures around 110 °C, different gaseous unsaturated hydrocarbons may 

be generated due to battery decomposition: ethene (C2H4), propene (C3H6), ethane (C2H6) 

and/or propane (C3H8). All these compounds are flammable and may form an explosive 

mixture depending on its concentration. A spark may ignite flammable gases or gas mixture. 

- Hydrogen fluoride (HF) is difficult to measure on site (also costly due to required specialized 

gas detectors), therefore measurement of combustible gases is a suitable indicator (see 

previous bullet points) and is proposed by means of standard multi-gas detectors  

- Multi-gas detectors should continuously measure the accident scene instead of using short-

time measurement tubules which only provide a value per initiated measurement. 

- Released substances are problematic in the case of Li-ion batteries because these would 

indicate opened (compromised) battery cells and packs which could increase the risk for gas 

development and resulting fire hazard. 

o The coolant may also be hazardous (not investigated in the EVERSAFE project) 

o In case of Ni-MH traction batteries, alkaline solutions (pH 14) are used as electrolyte 

which leads to a risk of skin burns (not investigated in the EVERSAFE project) 
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With focus on electrical hazards (for background information see also Section 3.3): 

- Electrical hazards play a minor role due to multiple safety measures implemented by the 

vehicle manufacturers (no electrical hazards reported in the field known to date). However, 

in case of a severely damaged traction battery, extreme caution is appropriate. 

- Difficulties at the scene: 

o The voltage tester or similar equipment / measurements must be used and assessed 

only by authorized personnel (electrically instructed person). 

o Difficult to determine measurement points on the vehicle as this is not described in 

rescue data sheets 

o Possibly poor accessibility 

- Important to note: Car manufacturers have not harmonized their recommendations with 

regards to the mandatory or voluntary usage of high-voltage gloves for rescue services 

during the de-activation process of the electric vehicle’s high-voltage system. Some rescue 

data sheets (e.g. from Nissan or from Citroen) dictate wearing high-voltage gloves. Since no 

electrical issues in case of crashed electric vehicles were known from the field and any 

research project, and even the highly-challenging crash tests conducted in EVERSAFE did not 

lead to any safety issues, EVERSAFE recommends that the use of HV gloves is only warranted 

in case of a severely damaged traction battery and availability of specialized personnel.  

 

With focus on explosion: 

- The risk of an explosion of the HV battery is very low. 

- Ignition only occurs for high concentrations of chemical degraded products and only at high 

temperatures. 

 

Monitoring the temperature change (in particular the increase of the temperature over time) of the 

Li-ion traction battery is probably the safest indicator for potential hazards in case of damaged 

electric vehicles.  

- Due to available resources (in most cases only a thermal imaging camera is available) 

accurate measurement of the vehicle temperature is not possible and only a large increase 

of the temperature inside the battery is measurable from outside. The battery is often well 

insulated and might be difficult to be accessed for temperature measurements. 

Environmental influences such as high winds may exacerbate the measurement. 

- If a traction battery is located below the passenger compartment, it is recommended to 

measure underneath the vehicle with a thermal imaging camera. 

- As the temperature rises, the off gassing is amplified, which results in an increased 

concentration of carbonates. 

 

 

Further general recommendations and advice for safe handling of EVs: 

- Firefighters can approach the electric vehicle with standard personal protection equipment 

as approved for approaching conventional vehicles after crash. In case of any hazard (e.g. 

release of combustible gases) additional protection measures should be considered (e.g. 

wearing the respirator mask or the chemical protective clothing).  

- The United States (NFPA) recommends the approach to always assume that it could be an 

alternatively powered vehicle. 

- The location of a vehicle’s rescue data sheet may be changed and is recommended to be 

behind the driver’s sun visor due to the severity of the crash sustained. 
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After the development of the new rescue guidelines, possibilities and proposals for further 

information and consolidation on knowledge regarding the handling of highly damaged electric 

vehicles involved in a crash include: 

- Information and experiences with electric vehicles (and other alternatively powered 

vehicles) should be part of the basic training for firefighters 

- Careful review of reports such as the VDA document [31], from firefighting associations, 

research projects, service providers such as Dekra, articles in the magazine “Fire protection”, 

etc. 

- Create experience exchange forums (possibly on the Internet or in conferences) 

- Firefighters are recommended to continuously browse through rescue data sheets 

- Monitor current vehicle propulsion technologies and market shares 

 

 

Technical solutions promising to provide important information about the vehicle in crash (see also 

Section 6.1 for details): 

- Automatic Emergency Call (eCall) should include drivetrain information 

- Query by vehicle’s license number using the Crash Recovery System® of the Moditech 

Rescue Solutions or SilverDat 

- QR-Codes applied to the vehicle 

 

 

Finally, it should not be forgotten to ask the driver, when possible, about the type of drive and that 

all senses should be used in a careful manner when dealing with a crashed electric vehicle: 

- Smell (e.g. released gases) 

- Hear (e.g. opening of battery’s safety relief valves) 

- Feel (e.g. temperature increase) 

- See (e.g. disrupted traction battery) 

 

7.2 Recommendations for Vehicle manufacturers 

- Adapt rescue data sheets by information about chemical substances used in HV battery and 

possible reactions  

- Firefighters need fast and simple access to (different) locations where the HV system can be 

shut down manually. 

- Harmonisation with other manufacturers, automotive associations and governmental 

entities, e.g., to agree or not agree on the mandatory usage of high-voltage gloves for rescue 

teams 

- Convenient, harmonised storage (positioning and attachment) for rescue data sheets inside 

the vehicle  

- Promote e-Call and provide as much useful information as possible within the message 

- Reinforce communication with rescue team associations and fire brigades 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the EVERSAFE project indicate that the general level of EV safety is quite high and that 

no critical safety issues have been identified. When a crash with an EV occurs there is little chance 

for fire or the emission of toxic substances, but there needs to be more work to assist the firefighters 

in identifying EVs, disconnecting electrical systems, and possibly neutralizing batteries after a crash. 

At this point, reference is also made to the conclusion Sections of the simulation activities (4.5), the 

testing activities (5.4 and 5.5) and existing rescue guidelines (6.8) for more details. 

 

The research approach in this passive safety section of EVERSAFE used the longitudinal and lateral 

accident scenarios to direct the activities. The final recommendations were found to be not 

restricted to one scenario, but better divided into crash protection and post-crash handling 

improvements. The type of actions recommended in the following tables are divided into further 

research, standard development, and regulation activities. These have different levels of 

implementation and implications for the consumer and manufacturer.  

 

Occupant safety in electric vehicles, in terms of crash protection, does not appear to require any 

additional attention regarding conventional biomechanical protection. The risk of injury due to fire 

and battery related emissions are addressed by the mechanical protection of the battery and its 

electronic management system. The simulation and testing activities in EVERSAFE demonstrated the 

high safety levels in existing systems and only identified a few areas for further research.   

 

Table 20: Recommended Actions for Battery Crash Protection  

EVERSAFE results  Regulation Standard Further research 

Improved cell level 

models to understand 

cell deformations during 

crash events, expand to 

all cell geometries 

    X 

Investigate direct loading  

of battery pack during 

crash events 

  

Check test 

procedures for their 

representativeness 

with respect to traffic 

crashes, e.g. wider 

penetration impactor 

X 

Study influence of stiff 

battery structures on 

vehicle acceleration 

pulses 

    X 

Identify acceleration 

limits (pulse and 

duration) for battery 

packs 

 Potential regulation 

if third party battery 

packs should be 

tested independent 

of vehicle  

Potential Standard  X 

 

Post crash handling of EVs is an area where more actions could be identified for advancing the state-

of-the-art. There are opportunities for regulations and standards across the automotive industry 

that can lead to more efficient rescue operations. Although a crash or fire is an event that is not 

desired in a vehicle’s service life, its occurrence should not result in unnecessary injuries due to poor 

designs and non-harmonised vehicle systems that hinder firefighters’ actions. Table 21 lists a 
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number of recommendations that will improve post crash safety for vehicle occupants and rescue 

personnel. 

 
Table 21: Recommended Actions for Post-Crash Handling (not ordered) 

EVERSAFE results  Regulation Standard 
Further 

research 

Develop better e-Call protocol to include vehicle 

fuel type identification and battery health status 

(temperature, fault diagnostics)  
 

X  
 

Include measurement of toxic / flammable gases 

in addition to liquid electrolyte in crash tests 

(R94, R95) 

X   
 

 

Decrease the required disconnection of the 

traction battery circuit in R94, R95 from 60 s to 

less than 3s. 

X 
  

Develop standardized, simple identification and 

location of service/rescue disconnects for 

traction (high voltage) power system 

  X  

Check viability of handling procedures for rescue 

teams approaching severely damaged electric 

vehicles 

  X 

Work on harmonised rescue guidelines (across 

different vehicle manufacturers and firefighters) 

with clear statements regarding potential 

hazards  

 X X 

Compare and join legal requirements from 

perspectives of functional, crash safety as well 

as from transport 

X   

Develop effective methods to neutralize battery 

after a crash 
  X 

Collect issues with EVs in road traffic accidents   X 
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